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 Metrorex is one of the main Bucharest network 
public transport operators which, throughout its 
history, has provided transportation for billions of 
passengers. As the capital’s population has grown, the 
need to solve traffic problems has become to a head.
 The development of the metro infrastructure is 
an essential policy to avoid overcrowding, accidents, 
noise, pollution and fuel consumption, and the 
authorities’ intensively involvement in optimising and 
promoting this type of public transport is reflected in 
their constant support for new metro lines.
 Therefore, the policy of Metrorex is to extend and 
modernise the metro network, a system with increased 
capacity, speed parameters and characteristics, 
capable of handling current and forecast traffic on the 
major transport demand directions.
 Metrorex activities have been impacted over 
the last two years by the effects of national restrictions 
to prevent and control the spread of SARS-CoV-2. This 
has been a challenge not only for our company, but for 
the majority of the country’s business sectors.
But let’s not forget that, despite all restrictions, we 
have carried out our activity without interruption for 
the benefit of passengers who have used the services 
provided by Metrorex with the same confidence.
 Moreover, we have maintained a constant pace 
for the implementation of metro development and 
modernisation projects.
In terms of achieved objectives, we firstly note the 
commissioning of Metro Line 5 which took place 
in September 2020, as a benchmark for increasing 
the transport capacity and the metro network 
attractiveness. Metro Line 5, Section Râul Doamnei 
– Eroilor, including Valea Ialomiţei station, gallery 
and depot, provides a high-capacity transport mean 
by connecting the Bucharest South-West (Drumul 
Taberei neighbourhood) with the downtown, on a route 
of around 7 km length, 10 stations and one depot, built 
at European standards, with the most state-of-the-art 
endowments and technologies.
 Once the works related to the traffic control 
system on Metro Line 4: Laminorului - Străulești Depot 
had been completed, important steps were made 
and, as a consequence, the headway could had been 
decreased with about 40%. 
At the same time, we have implemented contactless 
card payment directly at the access gates, an important 
result that has included Bucharest on the map of 
European cities offering such modern metro access 
facilities. 
 The approach to European transportation and the 

new requirements for increased mobility became 
even more apparent with the entry into force of the 
measures for the integration of public transport in 
Bucharest and the metropolitan area, through which 
our company harmonised its commercial offer with 
that of STB, thus offering Bucharest residents the 
possibility of travelling advantageously by both surface 
public transport and metro. 
 Apart from this, we also intend to increase mobility 
in the South-East of Bucharest city and, in this respect, 
we are closely working with the Municipality of District 
4 to the extension of Metro Line 2, beyond the Ring Road 
on the future new metro station named Tudor Arghezi, 
currently under development in terms of civil works 
and rolling track.
 We are responsible to the community and, in this 
regard, within the operation and development strategy, 
Metrorex assumed the plan to extend the facilities for 
the people with special needs, so that the transport 
system to become more accessible. Therefore, we 
are in the process of implementing the project whose 
scope is to make the metro stations more accessible 
for the visually impaired people. The project includes 
the installation of special strips made of ceramic tiles 
and stainless-steel elements indicating direction for 
visually impaired people, as well as guide information 
panels in Braille to provide them the necessary 
information about the station they are at, the metro 
map etc.
 In the future, we intend to maintain the same good 
relationships with our collaborators and customers, in 
order to be a reliable partner and to provide passenger-
oriented services, but also to remain an important 
element in the development of the public transport in 
Bucharest, the capital of Romania.
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 The history of metro is dating back in year 
1908 when Dimitrie Leonida chosen the subject of 
his bachelor’s degree, namely the one related to the 
construction of a metro network in Bucharest.
 The first attempts for building a metro network 
in Bucharest were made during 1909 – 1910 when took 
place negotiations with Siemens & Halske company 
with regard the construction of the city tram lines. As 
the cost required by the Belgian company for the tram 
lines was very high and could have covered the costs of 
metro, the engineers Elie Radu and Dimitrie Leonida, at 
that time members of the Bucharest Technical Council, 
proposed the construction of a metro network.
 The proposal had been resumed in 1929 and 
1930 within the committee chaired by the architect 
Duiliu Marcu who discussed about the “Capital town 
planning”, but the solution was not retained in the final 
document because it was considered that Bucharest 
city could still had been covered by the ground urban 
public transport.
 As of 1940, the issue regarding the metro 
construction showed again a great interest. Three 
lines were proposed for construction: one between 
Hipodrom and Piața Unirii, one from Eastern Railway 
Station until Şoseaua Academiei and one between the 
main railway station, Gara de Nord and Piața Victoriei, 
but the outbreak of the World War II put also this 
initiative to an end.
 In 1971, it came up to the conclusion that the sole 
adequate solution for that time would be the execution 
of an underground metro network and in 1975, the 
construction works had actually commenced, Metroul 
S.A. being the construction company. 
 In 1977, it was set up “Întreprinderea de 
Exploatare a Metroului”, which in 1991 turned into 
“Regia de Exploatare a Metroului București” and, by 
reorganization, according to the Government Decision 
no. 482/1999, it became “Societatea Comercială de 

Transport cu Metroul București METROREX S.A.”, 
under the authority of the Ministry of Transport 
and Infrastructure having as scope of activity “the 
passengers transport by metro using the ground and 
underground railway network under specific safety 
traffic and comfort conditions”.
 METROREX is a joint-stock company owned by 
the state performing activities of public and strategic 
interest.
 On September 15, 2020, Metro Line 5: Râul 
Doamnei – Eroilor 2, Romancierilor – Valea Ialomiței, 
consisting of 10 metro stations and 17,341 km unrolled 
line, was opened for service. 
 Built, equipped and put into operation in 
stages, on certain extensions, starting with 1979, the 
current metro network integrates 77 km double track, 
structured on 5 metro lines, 63 metro stations and 6 
depots.
 The metro transport system is continuously 
monitored and coordinated by a Central Traffic Centre, 
which subordinates some other six branch dispatching 
centres: lines, tunnels, stations, public address, traffic 
control, electro-energetic, electro-mechanic and 
commercial.

 METROREX market share
 Although it covers only 4% of the Bucharest 
entire public transport network, by providing a high 
transport capacity due to its comfort, regularity 
and safety traffic conditions, Metrorex supplies 
transportation for about 20% of the total passengers 
using the Bucharest urban public transportation 
means.

Chapter 1. Background
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Chapter 2. Bucharest metro network
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Metro Line/
Extension Route Km Stations Commissioned

Metro Line I
PANTELIMON – REPUBLICA 

– EROILOR - GARA DE NORD – 
DRISTOR 2

31.01

22
(out of which,

7 common 
stations with 
Metro Line III)

In stages
1979 - 1990

Extension Petrache Poenaru - Timpuri Noi 8.63 6 November 1979
Extension Timpuri Noi - Republica 10.10 6 December 1981
Extension Petrache Poenaru - Crângaşi 0.97 1 December 1984
Extension Crângaşi - Gara de Nord 2.83 2 December 1987
Extension Gara de Nord - Dristor 2 7.8 6 December 1989
Extension Republica – Pantelimon 0.68 1 January 1990

Metro Line II BERCENI - PIPERA 18.68 14
Extension Berceni – Piaţa Unirii 2 9.96 8 January 1986
Extension Piata Unirii 2 - Pipera 8.72 6 October 1987

Metro Line III
ANGHEL SALIGNY - N. GRIGORESCU - 

EROILOR - PRECIZIEI
22.2

16 
(7 stații 

comune cu
Magistrala I)

October 1987
August 1983

July 1996
November 1999
November 2008

Extension N. Grigorescu – Eroilor 8.67

Extension
Eroilor – Preciziei

Staţia Gorjului   – Nava 2
                          – Nava 1

8.83 5
August 1983

Iulie 1996
Noiembrie 1999

Extension N. Grigorescu 2 – Anghel Saligny 4.7 4 Noiembrie 2008

Metro Line IV LAC STRĂULEŞTI - GARA DE NORD - 
GARA PROGRESU 7.44 8

Extension Gara de Nord   – 1 Mai 3.24 4 March 2000

Extension 1 Mai – Parc Bazilescu 2.3 2 July 2011

Extension Parc Bazilescu - Străulești 1.9 2 March 2017

Metro Line V Râul Doamnei - Eroilor 2
Romancierilor - Valea Ilomiței 7.0 10 September 2020

The operating metro network is 
structured as follows:
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In compliance with the medium-term 
modernisation and development strategy of 
Bucharest metro, in 2021, continued the modernisation 
and refurbishment works of the hereinafter fixed 
infrastructure installation, as here below:

Rail rehabilitation works on the areas with 
exceeded load capacity, by mounting new rail type 
49 of 120 m length, procured from Austria, on the 
following inter-stations:

km   4+784 ÷   4+664, track 2, Izvor - Piața 
Unirii 1 - 120 m; 

km   5+183 ÷   5+063, track 2, Izvor - Piața Unirii 
1 – 120 m;

km   5+423 ÷   5+873, track 2, Piața Unirii 1 – 
Timpuri Noi – 450 m;

km   5+063 ÷   5+041, track 2, Izvor – Piața Unirii 
1 – 22 m;

km 10+578 ÷ 11+178, track 1, Dristor 1 – Nicolae 
Grigorescu 1 - 600 m;

km 11+222 ÷ 11+434, track 1, Dristor 1 – Nicolae 
Grigorescu 1 - 212 m;

km 11+178 ÷ 11+206, track 1, Dristor 1 – Nicolae 
Grigorescu 1 -   28 m;

km   0+088 ÷   0+179, track 2, Gara de Nord 1, 
CV1 - 182 m;

km 10+547 ÷ 10+667, track 1, Piaţa Romană – 
120 m.

TOTAL RAIL REHABILIATION TYPE 49 = 1.854 m 
Note: It should be noted that the rehabilitation 

works were made using the quantity of rail supplied in 
2020 and remained in stock.

In November 2021, the Lines and Tunnels 
Division was supplied with rail type 49E1 and 60E1, 
as per the subsequent contract no 1 under the 
Framework-Agreement no. 41/21.05.2021 necessary 
for the maintenance works of the entire network 
rolling track, with a view to replace the rail with 
exceeded load capacity, in order to maintain and 
provide proper safety and comfort conditions on the 
transport network.

The supplied rail was stored on the industrial 
rail and could not had been mounted in 2021 due to 
the execution ongoing works on the area of the future 
Tudor Arghezi metro station.

-replacement of railroad switches: no. 4 - 
Politehnica, no. 3 - Anghel Saligny, nos. 1 and 2 - Eroilor 
1, no. 1 - Apărătorii Patriei, nos.10 and 12 - Pipera, no. 
15 - Gara de Nord 1, no. 4 - 1 Mai, no. 2 - Berceni, no.1 
- Piața Victoriei 1, no. 1 - Piața Victoriei 2;

-replacement of elements of railroad switches: 
crossing frogs (switches no. 5 and no. 9 Anghel Saligny; 
switch no. 1 - Eroilor 1; switch no. 8 - Gara de Nord 1; 
switch no. 4 - Piața Victoriei 2); curved rail tongue and 
straight stock rail point (switch no. 6 - Nicolae Teclu, 
switch no. 5 - Eroilor 2); simple frog switch no. 29 – 
Militari Depot and siding guard rails switch no. 35; 
worn siding guard rail simple frog switch no. 6 Timpuri 
Noi; curved rail tongue and straight stock rail point 
switch no. 4 Mihai Bravu; curved rail tongue switch 
no. 5 Petrache Poenaru; junction diamond (Republica, 
Gara de Nord 2 and Dristor 2);

-on the metro infrastructure, there were 
made measurements to supervise the construction 
behaviour in time, second and third phase;

-replacement of 1.524 third rail insulators and 
324 third rail support devices;

-replacement of 455 normal wooden sleepers 
and 130 special wooden sleepers.

Fare collection system modernisation:
Subsequent to fare collection system 

modernisation, the trip titles are issued at the pay 
offices located in the metro stations under tax system.

Also, with the technical support of the Romanian 
Commercial Bank, Metrorex has implemented in 43 
metro station the new system enabling trip titles 
payment and opening of access gates by simply 
approaching the contactless bank card.

Metrorex efforts do not stop here; the strategy 
of modernising the operation conditions of the metro 
shall continue to provide pleasant experiences for 
passengers.

Chapter 3. CALENDAR OF EVENTS IN 2021

 3.1. Modernisations, upgrading
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3.2. Traffic and rolling stock fleet improvement

 1. There were taken measures to organize the traffic in order to take over the passengers’ flows during 
various time slots, by introducing of metro trains which performed 441 additional runs;
 2. In 2021, the traffic flow was achieved in a percentage of 99,23%, compared with the planned runs, with 
the mention that from September – December 2021, the trains run according to the summer timetables, when the 
passengers’ traffic is reduced;
 3. As per the “Public Transport Services Contract”, the performance indicators were monitored so that:
 
 - the number of “Cancelled and irregular runs” not to exceed 5% of the total planned runs, the highest values 
being of 5,33%, 1,05% and 1,01% recorded in March, August and November 2021, during the nationally enforced state 
of alert, period when several metro trains were cancelled on Metro Lines 1, 2 and 3; 

 - For „Services Plan” (Rolling stock fleet in use, compared with the planned rolling stock fleet), the non-
fulfilment percentage should not exceed 5%, the highest value of 2,55% being recorded in March 2021.
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The introduction of new contactless cards for 
metro access has been completed.

Metrorex currently distributes these 
contactless cards for monthly student passes in all 
special pay-offices located in the metro stations. 
As of December 24, 2020, there have been issued 
reloadable, nominal contactless cards for pupils/
students, and from summer 2021, these cards will 
be issued for all types of passes (weekly, monthly, 
annual).

As of September 2021, a total of 64 cash 
registers located in the pay-offices have been 
properly equipped for taxation, so that trip titles to be 
issued via the selling application and a fiscal receipt 
to be released.

The payment modality using contactless 
bank cards directly at the access gates have been 
implemented in all metro stations.

Also, as of August 1, 2021, Metrorex S.A. has 
extended the joint commercial offer with the surface 
urban public transport company STB, being a step 
forward in the integration of the public transport in 
Bucharest and metropolitan area.

For passengers, Metrorex S.A. issues in the 
metro stations contactless cards, similar to STB 
cards, on which are uploaded the trip titles shown in 
the fare offer, including the common Metrorex – STB 
fare offer. These cards are sold at the pay-offices in 
the metro stations where the fare collection system 
had been modernised, but the access could be made 
through all access gates and turnstiles located in all 
modernised or not modernised metro stations.

Thus, there are laid the foundations for the 
implementation of an integrated fare collection 
system of the three modes of public transport 
(road/rail, railway and metro) used in Bucharest 
and the metropolitan area, having as main goal the 
improvement of accessibility for the users of the 
urban public transport to the services provided by the 
transport operators performing transport services in 
Bucharest.

The single tariff system in Bucharest 
metropolitan area shall be launched in 2022, as a 
pilot project which could be further implemented in 
the entire country, by updating the legal framework 
considering the particularities of each important 
economic centre. 

Also, diversifying the public transport offer 
in Bucharest and in the metropolitan area will result 
in increasing its use, encouraging multimodal public 
passenger transport, with real benefits in reducing 
environmental pollution in the metropolitan areas of 

major economic centres, by reducing the volume of 
road traffic, as well as achieving an efficient connection 
of Henri Coandă Airport to public passenger transport. 

Metrorex, with the technical support of the 
Romanian Commercial Bank, has implemented in 
all metro stations the payment system enabling the 
payment of trips and opening the access gates by 
simply approaching the contactless bank card.

The system is directly installed in the new 
access gates and the fare trip by metro is of Lei 3, with 
no additional fee, in compliance with the Minister’s 
Order no. 1026 dated July 27, 2021.

The payment can be made in the same 
conditions with any card, Mastercard or VISA type, 
issued anywhere in the world. The modality of use 
is very simple: the passengers need to touch the 
contactless icon on the access gate any bank card 
or electronic contactless device (card, smart phone 
or watch), Mastercard or VISA type, regardless the 
issuing bank and they will receive permission when 
“Free access” message is displayed. If a passenger 
intends to pay for more than one access permission 
with the same card, then he will have to press, as of 
the second consecutive transaction, “+” key placed on 
the access gate display and to approach the card to 
the contactless icon.

By the extension of the new contactless 
payment system, Bucharest is placed on the map of 
the few cities in Europe providing such modern metro 
access facilities.

Metrorex efforts shall not stop here. The 
modernisation strategy of metro operation conditions 
shall continue to offer pleasant conditions for the 
passengers.

An important component of the modernisation 
of access control installation is the automatic vending 
machines for tickets, so that in almost every metro 
station access there are at least two such automatic 
machines equipped for both bank card payments and 
providing change and loading contactless cards. The 
old automatic vending machines were upgraded in 
order to enabling the features of the new ones.

3.3 Travel and access conditions improvement
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3.4. Attendance to local and international events

Events attended by Metrorex in 2021

There were made the necessary arrangements to respond to the 11 invitations received from 
collaborators/other institutions that organised various events (conferences) to which Metrorex S.A. was 
invited to attend.

In 2021, there have been made the necessary arrangements and formalities for the here below 
business abroad trips:

Due to the worldwide infection with Coronavirus (SARS CoV-2), no more abroad trips could have been made

No. Period Country Rationale

1. 28.09.2021 - 01.10.2021 AUSTRIA
(Leoben)

Attendance to the factory 
rail qualitative acceptance 

at Voestalpine Rail 
Technology GmbH

In 2021, Metrorex carried out promotion actions 
through press releases, information distributed on 
social networks, conferences, press conferences, 
reports, interviews, articles etc. upon the company’s 
activity.

Thereby, there were submitted press releases 
and distributed on social networks information related 
to: 

- Replacement works of flat and curved duplex 
safety glass at Piața Muncii metro entrances (A and B) 
located in the vicinity of Piața Muncii roadway;

- Stripping works of the existing floorings 
and preparation of support-layer to place the granite 
slabs, at Pipera metro station, performed during 22 – 
23.04.2021 and 26 – 29.04.2021;

- Refinishing works of Entrance A of Ştefan cel 
Mare metro station (exit to Ştefan cel Mare Avenue), 
performed during 10 – 21.05.2021 (including weekends).

Also, there were submitted press releases 
and distributed on social networks information to 
notify that as of June 1st, 2021:

- the Park & Ride facility located at Străuleşti 
Multimodal Terminal has become free of charge for 
the passengers holding a valid Metrorex pass (daily 
pass included), wiling to leave their private cars 
inside the parking. The facility came in support of the 
car users intending to travel by metro in Bucharest, 
thus, providing them a modern and safe area to park 
their cars;

- the art descended from the picture rails 
to tapestry, for three months, the public rooms, 
for a daily eye-catcher of passengers travelling in 
Bucharest. The “Museum in the Metro” ran on Metro 
Lines 1 and 3, presenting reproductions of significant 

works of Romanian artists, accompanied by relevant 
descriptions.

Other events:

Metrorex attended the Rolling Stock Conference 
“Modern and efficient: the rolling stock needed by 
Romania”, organised by Club Feroviar in Bucharest. 
During the event, a presentation structured in three 
main sections highlighting the activity of underground 
urban public transport system was delivered with 
focus on: Mobility, Rolling stock and Ongoing and 
future investment projects;

Metrorex and “Ion Mincu” University of 
Architecture and Urban Planning had signed a 
partnership for a new image of the Bucharest metro. 
Thus, as a first step, the students of the Faculty of 
Architecture and Interior Design made a practical 
simulation at Universitate metro station. This 
first stage of cooperation completed with graphic 
blueprints exhibition of the second year’s students 
and also a selection of draft ideas of the students in 
their final year of study. The final presentation took 
place on June 30, 2021, but the exhibition remained 
open for public for two more weeks in the main lobby 
of “Ion Mincu” University of Architecture and Urban 
Planning;
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Metrorex, together with the National Register of Voluntary Hematopoietic Stem Cells Donors, had 
organised an awareness and information campaign of potential donors in Titan metro station. “Donate a chance 
to life” campaign hosted a flash mob of the volunteers who joined this campaign;

During August 2 – 20, 2021, at Dimitrie Leonida and Pipera metro stations, it was carried out “PET=TICKET” 
campaign with a view to encourage both the plastic waste collection and recycling and to increase the citizens’ 
interest in travelling by metro – a green and non-polluting transportation;

 Metrorex, in cooperation with Happy Minds 
Association, through depreHUB project, launched the 
campaign “The trip goes on. Choose life!”. This project 
was intended to prevent and discourage the suicide 
attempts at metro, and also to provide immediate 
helpline psychological support to those at suicidal risk;

 Metrorex, together with the Embassy of Spain 
and Polirom Publishing House, launched the second 
campaign to promote the literature in the Bucharest 
metro network. Consequently, on Metro Lines 1 and 3, 
operated the metro of Spanish literature, as inside the 
train there have been exhibited posters with illustrated 
literary texts. The selected excerpts have been taken 
from the works of the well-known contemporary 
Spanish writers and pictured by three illustrators from 
Spain and Romania;

 On the occasion of 42 years of service 
celebration, Metrorex, in cooperation with VAR Cultural 
Association, launched a cultural event. Thus, the works 
in various techniques of the 11 artists voluntarily 
involved (sculpture, wall painting, photography, 

augmented reality) covered a wide range of social 
and personal quests, such as: responsibility for the 
environment, frailty of the individual in relation to 
society, integration elements of interior architecture 
in unconventional spaces, to mention only a few of the 
themes that have been addressed;
 
 At the head office of the Ministry of Transport 
and Infrastructure, Mr. Ionel Scrioșteanu – Secretary 
of State, Mr. Hubert Thuma – President of Ilfov county, 
Mr. Daniel Băluță – Mayor of Bucharest District 4 
City Hall, Mr. Ştefan Paraschiv – General Director of 
Metrorex S.A. and Mr. Ioan Pintea – General Director 
of CFR Infrastructure have signed the Protocol of 
Cooperation and Collaboration between the Ministry 
of Transport and Infrastructure, Metrorex S.A., 
Regional Council of Ilfov County, Bucharest District 
4 City Hall and Railway Company CFR S.A. having as 
subject matter the southwards extension of Metro 
Line 2: Pipera – Berceni, after the Ring Road.
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3.5 Communication and public relations

 With regard the Public Relations activity, 
Metrorex S.A. proved transparency in all decisions 
and thus provided for those interested “free and non-
restricted access to public information, according to 
the law, representing one of the main principles of the 
relations between individuals and public authorities, 
in compliance with the Constitution of Romania 
and other international documents ratified by the 
Parliament of Romania”.

 In 2021, the Communication, Mass-media and 
International Relations Department registered and 
solved 178 requests for public information based on 
Law no. 544/2001 on free access to public information. 
 There were performed 57 coverages of specific 
subjects in the metro stations with various TV stations 
and publications. The teams of journalists were 
accompanied in the field by the staff of Communication, 
Mass-media and International Relations Department, 
the covered subjects being the following:
 -new metro station on Metro Line 2, Berceni;
 -closure of convenience stores;
 -museum from the metro, in cooperation with 
Art Safari – film shot in a decorated train;
 -free parking at Străuleşti for the passengers 
holding Metrorex passes;
 -change of Metrorex tariffs;
 -PET = TICKET campaign;
 -art collection imprinted on 2 trips ticket;
 -Ivan Patzaichin wall painting in Ştefan cel 
Mare metro station;
 -shootings for “Undercover” TV program;
 -live coverage from Santa’s metro train for 
“People talks” TV program;
 -“Our roads” TV program broadcast for B1 TV 
station hosting Mr. Constantin Mustățea – Technical 
and Investment Director of Metrorex S.A.;
 -coverage of carol singers on the metro.

 In 2021, 64 press releases were submitted to 
press agencies and also published on the company’s 
website: www.metrorex.ro.
 During January – December 2021, there were 
received, registered and solved 2.399 petitions and 
complaints, the documents to certify the free access 

to information of public interest and the resolution of 
the petitions and complaints addressed to Metrorex 
being represented by statistics, summary sheets and 
reports. 
 The passengers’ feedback consisted of 230 
thank you letters submitted to Metrorex with regard 
the quality of services. These thank you letters were 
considered as proofs of client satisfaction for the 
services rendered, for the active involvement in the 
project’s development and modernisation and for the 
promptness and accuracy of communication with the 
public. 
 Thus, there were issued and submitted 265 
press newsletters (3.404 news) for daily information 
of the senior management (General Director and 
Executive Directors) containing news about Metrorex 
presented on the news agencies flows, radio and 
television programs.
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 The communication regarding the projects 
financed under non-reimbursable European funds 
was intended for the correct, prompt and constant 
information of public upon the activities within the 
projects, and had as result the increase of citizens’ 
awareness about the non-reimbursable financial 
support granted to Romania by the European Union by 
means of structural funds.

 In this regard, in 2021, it was published the 
press release notifying the signature of design and 
technical assistance services contract for Metro Line 
5 project (Drumul Taberei – Pantelimon), Section 
Eroilor (PS Operă) - Piața Iancului.
Furthermore, it was issued the editorial content of 
the dedicated sections on Metrorex web page: events, 
actions, passenger’s page. The passengers had 
been permanently informed with regard the actions 
and projects carried out by Metrorex by means of 
the section “Passenger’s Page”, where there were 
published the letters of thanks and the replies of the 
administration. 

 Metrorex has improved the content of 
the company’s website with useful information 
for passengers and continued its policy of public 
interaction with them on the social media page, 
promoting a relation open to dialogue, by providing 
the passengers complete and useful replies.

 Also, Metrorex strives to ensure quality 
services, by always keeping updated the company 
official Facebook page with the latest news and 
interacting with the passengers in comments and 
replies to various aspects associated to Bucharest 
metro.

3.6. Information and publicity associated to projects under 
foreign financing
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 The organizational structures comply with the 
scope of the company’s activity and clearly define each 
position in the Organizational and Operating Rules. 
 Every position within the organization chart 
represents the scope of activity of each department 
and specialized division. They distinctly precise the 
company’s tasks necessary to be performed in the 
related areas of expertise: operation, revisions-
repairs, commercial, informational, planning, 
accounting, economic-financial, human resources, 
traffic safety, labour protection and medical services 
for the employees etc. 
 The company’s organizational assembly is 
pyramidal built, so that every department and sub-
division to have a single operational subordination.
 Since the company’s organizational structure 
defines the hierarchical subordination and control 
levels, it continuously determines the operational 
relationship between the departments and sub-
divisions to meet the final goal: the passengers’ 
satisfaction.
 The organization structures which operated in 
2021 followed the hereinafter main objectives:

Chapter 4. ORGANIZATION AND 
PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

 -establishment the functional relationship 
between departments and sub-divisions;
 -organizational structures with simple 
subordination, so that the information flow to be 
provided as directly and promptly possible;
 -distribution of tasks and specific activities, 
in compliance with the department or sub-division 
scope of activity.

 The infrastructure and technological installation 
operation, maintenance and repair are performed by 
the existing personnel of 5.012 employees, distributed 
in main sub-divisions, as follows: electro-energetic, 
electro-mechanic, automatic lines block signalling 
installation, automation and telecommunications, 
lines-tunnels, metro stations administration and 
maintenance, traffic control, commercial, depots.

THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF PERSONELL’S DEVELOPMENT DURING 
2018 - 2021

Year 2018 2019 2020 2021
Average 4402 4445 5034 5174
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Chapter 5. OPERATION ACTIVITY
5.1. Infrastructure
5.1.1. Stations and inter-stations

5.1.2. Installation

 When the site was chosen, there were 
considered the total number of urban conditions: the 
concentration of passengers’ flows, the peculiarity 
of public utilities of each area, as well as the real 
possibilities of execution, avoiding within the 
construction a major impact on ground traffic.
 The inter-stations route generally follows the 
main streets in town, the tunnels and metro galleries 
were performed using the technologies known at the 
time of execution, since the most of the pierced soils 
could had been included in the category of the “weak” 
ones, the groundwater sheet being nearly close to the 
ground’s surface (between 2 m and 5 m).
 The rolling track levels are located at 12,00 m 
depth, on average, and may vary between 7,80 m and 
19,60 m.
 The main public areas and stations accesses 
were dimensioned in order to take over flows over 
50.000 passengers per hour and direction.
 In order to provide the passengers upright 
traffic, there are used elevators, fixed stairs and 
escalators with a difference level between 5,00m and 
10,30m.
 There were used a diversified range of 
solutions and finishing materials in accordance with 
the assembly conception concerning the ambient of 
each station.
 Consequently, the floors are from natural 
stone (granite, marble), sandstone or mosaic with 
granite aggregates. There are constantly used the 
granite steps for the access stairs.
 The walls and pillars are plated with travertine 
or marble and also with ceramic plywood, decorative 
mortars, enamelled sheet metal elements (alphatron), 
Trespa panels etc.
 There are two ways of ceilings treating, 
correlated with the solutions for structure, lighting 
installation, ventilation, signalling etc.:
 -suspended ceilings made of light panels, 
metal grates etc. 
 -apparent plastered ceilings.
 Given the age of the suspended ceilings, the 
company has launched and promoted a safeguarding 
program with a view to be further modernised.
 On inter-stations operate, as technological 
endowments, ventilation and pumping stations. They 
permanently keep the necessary conditions for a 
normal metro operation, by evacuating the waters 

provided from infiltrations, polluted air and by 
replacing it with fresh air.

 The normal and continuous operation of the 
existing installation in the metro network provides 
the continuity, railway safety and traffic regularity of 
trains and, in the same time, provides the passengers 
full security and comfort. The specific conditions of 
the metro network generated complex technical 
problems of a great variety. In order to solve them, 
there were involved technological engineering and 
scientific research institutes, technical education 
institutes and specialized companies of the electronic 
and mechanical engineering industries in Romania.
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5.1.2.1. Installation in 
passengers’ service

5.1.2.2. Ventilation 
installations

 Each station also has:
 -General lighting system;
 -Escalators;
 -Public address system to warn the passengers 
in the stations and to make public announcements;
 -Electronic clocks (exact hour and recording 
the elapsed time from the last train’s operation);
 -Installation of passengers’ dynamic 
information (info-kiosks, displays with information for 
passengers, S.O.S balises);
 -Installation for continuous surveillance 
and limiting to non-dangerous values the electrical 
voltages of touch and step in the embarking areas;
 -Installation for warning, signalling and 
monitoring of fires & intrusions;
 -Installation for fare collection, passengers 
control access and automatic vending machines;
 -Buttons for traction power emergency 
disconnecting;
 -Closed circuit television;
 -Elevators and platforms for vertical 
transportation.

 Străuleşti Multimodal Terminal:
 -Closed Circuit Television (CCTV);
 -Public address system;
 -Radio installation;
 -Fire detection system;
 -Parking fare collection system.

 The access areas, escalators, entrances and 
stations’ platforms are supervised by the operating 
personnel, by a closed-circuit television system.

 For a normal traffic, the air discharge that has 
to be circulated on a station – inter-station assembly 
is of about 300.000 m3/h.
 The ventilation of this assembly is in reverse 
mode. During the summer the cleaned conventional 
air is been introduced by the ventilation station from 
the station and is evacuated, by the inter-station 
ventilation. During winter, the entrance-exit circuit 
being inverted, the system’s heat clearings are used 
for warming up the public areas in stations.
 During summer, there are provided air 
conditioning and cleaning installations, so that in 
stations to be maintained a maximum temperature of 
+27oC.
 It is also provided a ventilation system of 
the sub-platforms in order to prevent dust particles 
scattering lifted by the trains’ traffic and to take over 
the warmth cleared up when braking in stations. This 
system provides the air’s suction at the level of rolling 
track and its evacuation to the inter-stations in the 
trains’ operating direction.
 The technical rooms are ventilated by 
specialized independent systems compared with the 
functional requirements of the various categories of 
equipment and devices. These ones also provide the 
smoke exhausting in case of fires.
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5.1.2.3. Sanitary, water supply 
& sewage and fire extinction 
installation

5.1.2.4. Activity surveillance 
installation

 The stations are provided with water 
installation necessary for specific consumption, 
ventilation air treating, extinction of certain fires and 
washing technical and public areas. The consumption 
is provided by two independent sources: the municipal 
network and own deep-water wells, respectively.
 In stations and inter-stations there were 
provided hydrants and fixed installation for extinction 
with pulverized water in some technical rooms of 
increased fire danger or difficult access, in order to be 
supplied the emergency fire-fighting equipment.
 The collected waters, as well as the infiltration 
waters, are evacuated in the municipal sewerage 
network with a special pumping installation, both in 
stations and inter-stations.

 Every station was equipped with a surveillance 
room, attended by permanent staff, making available a 
series of endowments providing a global image upon 
the operational status of installation and conditions in 
which the surveyed traffic is carried out, such as:
 -surveillance monitor of train’s traffic, in ATP 
complex, having 2, 3 or 5 stations;
 -telecommunications desk with operative 
telephony stations on selective calls, local phone lines, 
automatic telephony stations, transmitter – receiver 
station for radio communications with the operating 
trains and the stations sounding installation;
 -local dispatching panel for surveillance 
and control the main installation and equipment: 
ventilators, water supply plants, pumping stations, 
escalators, general lighting etc.;
 -displays of the closed television circuit in 
station;
automatic warning station of incipient fires in technical 
rooms;
 -intrusion detection warning station in pay 
desks and areas containing important values;
 -S.O.S. balises on Metro Line 3 and the 
connecting stations.

 All these endowments enable taking the 
best decisions and operative interventions in case of 
disturbances or failures.
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5.1.2.5. Power supply 5.1.2.6. Traffic safety, control 
and automation The electro-energetic installation provides 

the power supply for 63 metro stations and  
6 depots, both for traction and the entire operation 
activity of metro infrastructure (normal lighting for 
public and technical rooms, safety lighting, signalling 
and exit, ventilation installations, pumping installations, 
escalators installations, elevators and platforms 
installations for passengers with disabilities, signalling 
and control traffic installations, public address system, 
fire detection installations etc.).
 The necessary power supply is provided by the 
national energetic system, by feeders of 20 and/or (10) 
kV voltage.
 The concept of this installation considered 
the continuous operation of the system, altogether, 
the traffic disruption being admissible only when the 
municipal power supply would totally fall down.
 For the situations when the electro-
energetically system would become fully non-
operational, there were provided independent power 
supply sources. They supply some vital consumers: 
the stations and tunnels passengers’ evacuation 
lighting, information transmission between Control 
Traffic Centre and stations, traffic dispatching centre 
and trains, as well as control devices for the normal 
activity’s resumption when voltage restarted.
 Due to the great territorial dispersion of 
installation, the imperious need of operatively 
correlation with the national energetic system when 
setting up the functional regimes and avoiding the 
disturbance and damages, there was necessary a 
centralized coordination and control system. This 
system has a vital importance in providing the continuity 
in supply.
 For this reason, it operates a central power 
dispatch unit which takes over all these functions on 
the entire metro network and provides the here below 
endowments for every line:
-a group of monitors with automatic display of the 
operational diagram and control desks;
-telemechanics equipment and communication lines 
for information taking over and automatic transmittal 
from and into the process;
-automatic displays, control and fast recording, 
brackets for the information exchange with the process 
computer etc.;
-internal telecommunications equipment providing the 
connection with the national power dispatcher.

 The complex system of equipment and safety 
& automation installation of passengers’ metro trains 
operation was designed for a maximum train speed of 
80 km/h.
 The system consists of the following sub – 
systems, according to the fulfilled functions:

 -installation for automatic train operation, type 
Westrace, incorporating the optimised train control by 
process computers, automatic stopping at platforms 
and trains speed continuous control (automatic pilot);
 -automatic train control system (ATC) including 
the automatic protection subsystem (ATP) – monitors 
the speed of trains, send the speed codes from the 
rolling track (rail) to the on-board equipment, detects 
the rolling stock presence on the involved area, verifies 
the racks continuity and the automatic train operation 
subsystem (ATO) – the train stopping in a specific point 
by fixed programmable balises, indications about the 
doors opening side, information for not stopping in a 
certain station, information about the speed regulation.
 -installation for automatic train operation, 
including the traffic telemechanics installation, vehicle 
identification and automatic display installation in the 
control traffic centre of the train number (AVI);
 -installation for automatic train protection 
(safety) including the punctual speed control 
installation (INDUSI) and speed continuous control 
installation by repeating the signals on board (for BM 
metro trains), driver’s surveillance (surveillance foot 
board device).
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5.1.2.7. Telecommunications 5.1.3. Installation maintenance 
activity
5.1.3.1 Revisions and repairs 
activity

5.1.3.2 Failures

 The system provides rapid and safe 
communications channels, according to the specific 
operating requirements, integrating in its structure:
 -own automatic telephone exchange located 
in the Control Traffic Centre interconnected with the 
urban automatic telephone exchange in the area, and 
with the mobile telephony operators;
 -telephony installation with selective call 
within vocal frequency including a station installed 
in the Control Traffic Centre and secondary stations 
mounted in metro stations, parking lines and depots;
 -a radio – communication system train - 
dispatcher operating in normal conditions or with 
selective call, in order to provide the communications 
with the operating trains;
 -transmissions are provided on own assigned 
local frequencies;
 -in parallel with the radio-communications 
system, to manage the traffic, it also operates the 
underground – ground communication system for 
emergency situations (this system provides the 
interconnection with entitled authorities such as the 
Inspectorate for Emergency Situations, Metrorex 
management, Police station etc.).
 The system contains a transmitter/receiver 
station in the central traffic centre, fixed transmitter/
receiver stations in metro stations and depots and on-
board transmitter/receiver stations.
 The personnel performing works in tunnels 
can also use the system when the metro trains are not 
into operation and during traffic hours, if the case is 
strongly justified.

To normally maintain into operation these 
installations, it is provided a planned preventive 
maintenance system consisting of daily maintenance 
activities, regular inspections, and daily repairs and 
overhauling. These works are performed based upon 
annual services programs, split into monthly working 
activities issued for each installation type. 

These works are periodically performed, 
in strictly compliance with the manufacturer’s 
instructions mentioned in the equipment users’ guide.

In 2021, the installation divisions performed 
100% of the planned services activities and maintained 
the installations into normal and safety operation 
conditions at the technical designed parameters.

A major objective set in 2021 for the proper 
operation and maintenance of the safety traffic 
installation was the one to adjust the safety stock of 
spares of SCB installation for Metro Lines 1, 2 and 3. In 
this regard, there were initiated negotiations with the 
spares manufacturer in order to agree upon a common 
strategy to further assure the necessary spares.

 Within the analysed period, the installation 
operation was troubled by certain failures occurrence 
or casual damages mainly incurred by technical reasons 
due to the reduced reliability of some subassemblies 
or components, many of these installations being 
produced with the technology of year 1980.

 No failures leading to metro trains safety 
operation incurred, the maintenance personnel 
promptly intervening in order to remedy the failures.

 The completion of the installations 
modernisation and upgrading programs, and also 
the commissioning of new installations had led to 
decreasing of failures and also the intervention periods 
of time.18



5.1.4. Rolling track 5.1.5. Lines, Tunnels and 
Special Constructions 
maintenance activity

 Considering the physical condition of the rails 
(with exceeded or at the limit of stability), in order to 
provide the traffic under safety conditions, in 2021, the 
Lines & Tunnels Divisions 1 and 2 were supplied with 
rail manufactured in Austria. The rail coupon length is 
of 120 m. The supplied quantity was of 65,198 tons type 
49E1 and 447,56 tons type 60E1, in total amount of Lei 
2.463.216, no VAT included.
 In compliance with the approved programs for 
2021, for the execution of lines maintenance and repair 
works, there were supplied the necessary materials, 
such as: Simple switches, diamonds, turnouts, simple 
frogs, guard rails, joints, metal plates, rail spikes, 
spring rings, rubber plates, third rail insulators and 
straps etc., in amount of around Lei 3.989.350.

For the rolling track, tunnels and suspended 
ceilings there were performed and are still ongoing 
maintenance and repair works with a view to increase 
the passengers’ comfort conditions and to maintain the 
metro trains’ traffic safety, as follows:

- Current lines maintenance:   126,681km 
(simple uncoiled line);

- Rolling track recurrent maintenance:  41,969 km 
(simple uncoiled line);

- Switches recurrent maintenance:   48/1/4;
- Tunnel and gallery maintenance:  45,463 km;

- Metro stations suspended ceilings and ditches 
maintenance: 112.8765 m2 
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Activity / Metro 
Line

Current lines 
maintenance 

[rail km]

Rolling track 
recurrent 

maintenance 
[rail km]

Switches 
recurrent 

maintenance 
[units]

Tunnel and 
gallery 

maintenance 
[km]

Metro stations 
suspended 

ceilings 
and ditches 

maintenance 
[m2]

Metro Line I 51,756 19,652 25/-/1 64,964 65.956

Metro Line II 31,906 12,405 12/1/2 37,616 8.542

Metro Line III 26,868 7,322 11/-/1 26,388 17.005

Metro Line IV 16,121 2,59 - 16,495 21.373

TOTAL 126,618 41,969 48/1/4 145,463 112.876

*48 simple switches + 1 TDJ+ 4 by-passes
 There were also executed some other major 
works using significant material and human resources, 
such as:
 -rail rehabilitation works in district 4 area 
– Nicolae Grigorescu between Dristor 1 – Nicolae 
Grigorescu 1, track 1, in district 3 area – Mihai Bravu 
between Izvor – Piața Unirii, track 2, Piața Unirii 1 - 
Timpuri Noi, track 2;
 -replacement of switches and components of 
switches; insulators, normal and special sleepers;
overhauling works of shunt-backs 1 and 2 in Berceni 
metro station of 250m rail total length, operation 
carried out during 45 business days; 
 -current refurbishment works to suspended 
ceilings in Mihai Bravu and Nicolae Grigorescu 1 metro 
stations (4.566 m2).

 In compliance with the Services Plan approved 
for 2021 and Access Renovation Programme, as well as 
the provisions of Directive no. 2/07.04.2021 concerning 
the dismantling/clearance action of temporary 
constructions located in the metro stations, the here 

below activities were performed at:
 -Mihai Bravu metro station, access A, entrance 
X: stripping works of the existing floorings and veneers, 
preparation of support-layer and mounting the granite 
slabs (marble, travertine, granite and grooved tiles), 
painting and dye works;
 -Timpuri Noi metro station – works in public 
rooms at rolling track platform level and accesses, 
consisting of plastering repairs, ornamental plasters, 
painting, dyeing and lining works (marble, travertine, 
granite and grooved tiles), covering drainage pipes 
placed under the suspended ceiling iron frame;
 -Pipera metro station, overground access: 
stripping works of the existing floorings, preparation 
of support-layer and mounting the granite slabs, 
reconstruction of granite stairs and marble counter-
steps, metallic dyeing, at both track platform levels;
 -Ştefan cel Mare metro station: finishing 
restoration works consisting of plaster repairs, 
ornamental plasters, washable paintings, dyeing and 
lining works (marble, travertine, granite and grooved 
tiles), hand rail repairs;
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 -Apărătorii Patriei metro station, platform level, 
line 1+2: finishing dyeing works (face bricks veneers);
Piața Romană metro station: platform level, line 1: wall 
surfaces stripping works, glazed plastering restoration 
works;
 -Piața Victoriei 1 metro station, entrance 
level, access Y: wall surfaces stripping works; glazed 
plastering restoration works;
 -Piața Victoriei 2 metro station, entrance level: 
wall surfaces stripping works, glazed plastering 
restoration works, plasterboard division, washable 
paintings, dyeing works;
 -Constantin Brâncoveanu metro station, 
platform level – coating restoration works, lime + 
washable paintings, dyeing works;
 -Piața Unirii 1, entrance level, accesses X + Y, 
platform level: coating restoration works, paintings, 
dyeing works (special project); entrance level, B access 
passage way (axis 26-32): false ceiling stripping plaster 
works, walls stripping and access doors repair;
 -Dristor 2 metro station, rolling track: washable 
painting works;
 -Piața Iancului metro station: glazed plastering 
restoration works, washable painting and dyeing 
works;
 -Eroilor 1, Grozăvești, Basarab, Piața Iancului, 
Izvor, Gara de Nord 1 metro stations (entrances): 
reconstruction of stairs and counter-steps, flooring 
puttying, paintings reworking;
 -Tineretului metro station, rolling track, lines 
1+2: metallic boards dismantling works;
Constantin Brâncoveanu metro station: works in public 
rooms at entrances and accesses level, platform rolling 
track, consisting of plastering repairs, ornamental and 
limestone plasters, dyeing works;
 -Eroii Revoluției metro station – works in public 
rooms at entrances and accesses level platform rolling 
track, consisting of plastering repairs, ornamental and 
limestone plasters, dyeing and coating works (marble, 
travertine, granite and grooved tiles);
 -Access to Aurel Vlaicu metro station: 
metal joinery refurbishment and broken windows 
replacement; manufactured and mounted metal grate 
at the Electro-Energetic Division technical room 

access;
 -Ironware revisions and repair activities, 
maintenance of platform seats, ventilation grates 
manufacture and mounting works, platform mirrors 
cutting and mounting activities, sun-blind ditches and 
spouts revisions and repair works, electric heaters 
revision works; revision works of locking systems and 
doors, sanitary sewage, tunnel access doors, electrical 
machinery, and also technical and public rooms;
 -Mounting of 300 quadruple metal bins in all 
metro stations, except for Metro Line 5 stations;
Acceptance of cleaning services performed in the 
metro stations public rooms, collection and discharge 
waste services; toilets sanitation services performed 
by the third parties, and issuance of 3.770 minutes of 
meeting to apply 10.050 penalty points in amount of Lei 
20.100 for unsatisfactory performance of services;
 -Provided technical assistance for the works 
performed by third parties. To this extent, there were 
accompanied, day and night, 241 publicity crews 
providing the services associated to decoration/
removal of billboards in the metro stations public 
rooms (entrance, platform level etc.);
 -Supervised the removal/dismantling works 
associated to convenience stores clearance located in 
the metro stations.
 In 2021, the entire metro network length was 
available for the normal traffic operation.
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5.1.6. Working conditions improvement
 In 2021, there were performed the following activities for labour conditions improvement, both in the 
technical and public rooms of the metro stations and depots:
 - works to sealing the infiltrations - grouting with 1.107,5 m (also including the works performed in the 
metro stations public rooms)
 - simple and washable paintings – 54.144,01 m2 (also including the works performed in the metro stations 
public rooms);
 - paintings on surfaces of wood, metal, walls etc. – 13.548 m2;
 - PVC flooring repair – 1.618,7 m2;
 - manufacture, repair, mounting works associated to wooden furniture, PAL (technical rooms, restrooms 
etc.) – 2.641 m2;
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5.2. Rolling stock
5.2.1. Rolling stock fleet - structure

The structure of the rolling stock fleet during 2018 – 2020 is shown in the table below:

Indicators 2018 2019 2020 2021
Inventory rolling stock fleet, from which: 594 594 574 574
a) IVA (old) metro cars, manufactured by Astra 
Arad, Romania 186 186 166 166

b) new metro trains generation:
- BM 2 and BM 21 
- BM 3 (CAF)

408
264
144

408
264
144

408
264
144

408
264
144

Operating rolling stock fleet, from which: 324 348 354 360
a) IVA (old) metro cars, manufactured by Astra 
Arad, Romania 30 30 36 42

b) new metro trains generation:
- BM 2 and BM 21
- BM 3 (CAF)

294
198
96

318
222
96

318
228
90

318
228
90

Total operating rolling stock fleet, from which: 300 330 330 342
a) IVA (old) metro cars, manufactured by Astra 
Arad, Romania 24 24 30 36

b) new metro trains generation:
- BM 2 and BM 21 
- BM 3 (CAF)

276
186
90

306
216
90

300
216
84

306
222
84
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The rolling stock fleet structure in 2021 is shown below:
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5.2.2. Metro trains constructive characteristics

5.2.2.1 BM1 (IVA) metro trains of old generation

 The existing rolling stock fleet at the end of 2021 comprised both old electric metro trains manufactured 
by “Întreprinderea de Vagoane Arad” (IVA), configured in 2 metro cars units, BM2 and BM21 new metro trains 
manufactured by Bombardier Transportation Sweden, configured in 6 permanently coupled metro cars, and BM3 
new metro trains manufactured by Construcciones y Auxiliar de Ferrocarriles (CAF), configured in 6 permanently 
coupled metro cars.

 
 The IVA bodyshell is a self – supported structure made of highly alloy steel profiles provided with fixed and 
hinged windows and four doors on each side of the metro car.
 The metro unit is powered from the third rail, laterally mounted to the rolling track, via some catches 
mounted on bogie.
 For manoeuvres, in depots and parking areas, the metro car was provided with a pantograph on roof that 
allows running with a speed of 15 km/h.
 For the communication between the driver and passengers, it was provided an audio installation and for 
the communication between the driver, operator and traffic centre a radio transmitting/receiving station;
 The IVA type trains, operating on Metro Line 4 – Gara de Nord 2 – Străuleşti, were equipped with automatic 
protection and operation installation ATP/ATO Dimetronic (currently, SIEMENS Rail Automation).
 In order to improve the transport conditions, Metrorex and the metro trains’ maintenance supplier (ALSTOM 
Transport Romania) initiated during 2011-2013 a major process for modernisation of 90 cars – 15 IVA metro trains.

Technical characteristics of the IVA type metro unit, manufactured by Astra 
Arad (configuration of 2 metro cars)

Length of unit over couplers 2x19.000 mm
Maximum width (with closed doors) 3.100 mm
Maximum height from NSS (over pantograph 
in the lower position 3.590 mm

Floor height from NSS 1.165 mm ± 10 mm
Gauge 1.432 mm 
Tare Weight 2x36 tons
Seating capacity
 

34

 - standing capacity for 4 passengers/m2 166
 - standing capacity for 8 passengers/m2 264
Supply voltage 750 Vcc(-30%, +20%)
Traction power 4x215 kW
Driving with starting series – parallel controller and braking with auto-compensatory separate 

excitation
Control voltage 110 Vcc ± 20% şi 24 Vcc ± 20%
Automatic control system for metro unit car 
starting and braking SACVAM

Service braking Electro-dynamic with automatic changing – over 
on the electro–pneumatic system

Braking when stopped with spring

Emergency braking Pneumatic, in addition with the spring braking, 
except electric brake

Maximum speed 80 km/h
Commercial speed 36 km/h
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5.2.2.2 BM2/BM21 (BOMBARDIER) metro trains of new 
generation

 During 2003 - 2004, on Metro Line 2 were 
commissioned 18 new metro trains type BM2 
(Bombardier) manufactured in compliance with the 
latest technical standards worldwide: traction in 
alternative current, recuperative brake, air conditioned 
in driving cabins, intercommunication between 
metro cars, communication system between driver, 
passengers and operator, local doors opening system 
to enter the cars.
 In June 2008, it was supplied the last metro 
train from a total of 26 new metro trains type BM21 
(Bombardier), an improved version of BM2 metro train. 
These trains were included within the scope of supply of 
the contract for the acquisition of 20 new metro trains, 
subsequently supplemented with 6 additional metro 
trains. Some of these metro trains are in operation on 
Metro Lines 1 + 3, replacing the old rolling stock fleet.
 The remaining metro trains type BM21 
supplemented the rolling stock fleet on Metro Line 2 
with a view to decrease the involved headway.
 Subsequently, in 2014, according to the 
commissioning schedule, 16 metro trains type BM2 
were gradually replaced by the 16 new metro trains 
generation type BM3 (CAF). The 16 metro trains, type 
BM2, were relocated for being operated on Metro Lines 
1+3.
 In 2016, after the procurement and 
commissioning the second lot of 8 metro trains type 
BM3 (CAF), the other rolling stock fleet type BM2/
BM21 were gradually transferred for being operated 
on Metro Lines 1+3, except for the 2 BM21 metro trains 
which remained into operation on Metro Line 2 in order 
to meet the timetables used on this line.
 Since Metro Line 5 was opened for service 
on September 15, 2020, until new rolling stock fleet 
generation is to be supplied, some of BM2 metro trains 
have been transferred on this metro line in order to 
comply with the enforceable timetables.

 Compared with the old rolling stock fleet, 

from the technological perspective, BM2/BM21 have 
improved characteristics, such as:
high reliability;
 -savings in energy consumption up to 25%;
 -reduced maintenance costs;
 -increased safety and comfort level for the 
1.200 passengers of one metro train;
 -the communication between the 6 metro 
cars is performed via intercommunication corridors 
(gangway);
 -highly improved doors locking systems, as 
they are equipped with sensors to detect obstacles;
 -the metro train can be operated by a single 
driver;
 -latest protection systems: automatic train 
protection (ATP) and automatic train operation (ATO); 
 -forced ventilation in passengers’ 
compartment;
 -the level of noise is much reduced, compared 
with the old IVA metro trains’ level of noise.
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Technical characteristics of the new metro trains generation 
type BM2 and BM21 (configuration of 6 metro cars)

Length of unit over couplers 112.610 mm 

Maximum width 3.100 mm

Axle load max. 14 tons

Maximum height from NSS (over the roof) 3.460 mm ;

Floor height from NSS 1.120 mm ;
Gauge 1.432 mm ;
Tare Weight 173,5 tons
Seating capacity 216
Standing capacity (4 passengers/m2) 984

Total capacity – standing seats
(8 passengers/ m2) 1.968

Supply voltage 750 Vcc 3rd rail in traffic and 
pantograph in depots

Traction motor rating 16 asynchronous motors 125 kW each
Maximum acceleration 1,25 m/s2

Service deceleration 1,2 m/s2

Emergency deceleration 1,3 m/s2

Braking system Microprocessor controlled, tread brakes

Propulsion system

IGBT converters
One inverter for 2 parallel traction motors

MITRAC control system
3-phase asynchronous motors

Auxiliary systems
2 static converters with battery charger

400 V AC 50 Hz and 110 V DC
2 compressors, piston type

Maximum speed 80 km/h
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5.2.2.3 BM3 (CAF) metro trains of new generation

 In order to improve the traffic safety and 
passengers’ comfort conditions, the new BM3 metro 
train is characterised by the here below elements (in 
addition to BM2/BM21 metro trains):

 - improved passengers handrail system;
 - outer speakers for travel information;
 - the train direction displayed on the train’s side;
 - visual warning for doors closing on the train’s 
outer side;
 - special area for bicycles;
 - special area for wheelchairs;
 - yellow press buttons for local doors opening 
with Braille text;
 - additional number of seats (6 per train);
 - improved design of passengers’ seats;
 - fluorescent strip at access doors’ sill;
 - improved passengers’ access in the metro 
train by reducing the distance between the car’s floor 
and the platform;
 - improved access through gangways by 
mounting an additional step plate (with skid-proof 
strip) and divided into 3 parts the first step plate above 
the bridge slide assembly;
 - improved interior design, the indoor displays 
for passengers’ information being hidden inside a fake 
ceiling, located behind a semi-mirrored glass;
 - facile access to the devices destined for 
passengers’ egress emergency, being mounted at the 
level of panel surface (on the left post of the door) and 
at a lower height to become accessible also for small 
and medium height passengers;
 - improved climate in cars and adding inclinable 
windows in the upper part of the windows (for an 
additional ventilation, besides the forced ventilation of 
the room for passengers).

 

 From the technological point of view, the new 
metro train is characterized by the following:

 - a Wi-Fi metro network to notify the failures 
and submit information for metro trains maintenance;
 - disk brake mounted on axle, instead of shoe 
brake mounted on the wheels’ rolling surface;
 - the anti-climbers and impact deformation 
elements are to be mounted on the end trailer in order 
to take over the shocks in case of frontal collision, 
without affecting the bodyshell for relative speeds 
below 25 km/h;
 - running lights with longer operating Xenon 
bulbs, instead of Halogen bulbs;
 - improved Human Machine Interface (HMI) for 
the train’s driver, via a Touch-Screen monitor;
 - driver’s seat with headrest;
 - special place for driver’s bag (under the 
driving panel);
 - modified internal and foreign train design;
 -ATC on-board system (automatic train control) 
mounted in the driver’s cabin locker;
 - anti-vandalism protection foils of the indoor 
windows.

 In order to improve the safety into operation and 
the passengers’ comfort, the new metro trains had been 
equipped with automatic train protection and automatic 
train operation systems (ATP and ATO), compatible with 
the current new generation infrastructure systems, 
currently into operation at Metrorex.
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Technical characteristics of the new metro train generation 
type BM3 (CAF) (configuration of 6 cars)

Length over couplers 113.610 mm 
Maximum width 3.200 mm
Axle load max. 14 tons

Maximum height from NSS (over the roof) 3.550 mm

Floor height from NSS 1.130 mm
Gauge 1.432 mm
Tare weight 172,5 tons
Seating capacity 222
Standing capacity: 4 passengers/m2 978
Total capacity – standing seats (8 passengers/m2) 1.956

Supply voltage 750 Vcc 3rd rail in traffic and 
pantograph in depots

Traction motor rating 16 asynchronous motors of 145 kW each
Maximum acceleration 1,25 m/s2

Service deceleration 1,24 m/s2

Emergency deceleration 1,6 m/s2

Braking system
Microprocessor controlled, disk brakes for 
service braking, electro-magnetic shoe for 

emergency/safety braking

Propulsion system

IGBT converters
One inverter for 2 parallel traction motors

MITRAC control system
3-phase asynchronous motors

Auxiliary systems
2 static converters with battery charger

400 V AC 50 Hz and 110 V DC
2 compressors, piston type

viteza maximă 80 km/h
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5.2.2.4 Procurement of new metro trains generation

 I. The commissioning of Metro Line 5 is one of the 
main objectives for the Bucharest metro development 
and modernisation. That is why, this objective was 
included in the Management Plan of Metrorex for 2013 
– 2017, and also in the Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan 
2016 – 2030 for Bucharest – Ilfov Region and in the 
Bucharest Metro Development Strategy 2016 – 2030.
 Given the fact that Metro Line 5 is opened for 
service, in stages, as of 2020, in order to unify the 
rolling stock fleet to be operated on the entire line, over 
a period of ten years, from 2020 to 2030, it is necessary 
to be purchased a single type of train. Here, there will 
be included the rolling stock fleet associated to the first 
two sections of Metro Line 5, namely Râul Doamnei - 
Eroilor (including Valea Ialomiței) and Eroilor – Iancului.
 In order to provide the transport capacity of the 
first two sections of Metro Line 5: Section Râul Doamnei 
- Eroilor (including Valea Ialomiței) and Section Eroilor 
– Piața Iancului, in order to ensure the safety and 
comfort conditions, it was launched and completed an 
open bid for procurement of new metro trains.
 The contract was signed on December 2, 2020 
with the successful bidder, Alstom Transport – France 
(subcontractor S.C. Alstom Transport S.A.) having as 
scope of supply:
 -Goods: 13 new metro trains: simulator for 
training of operating personnel; equipment, devices 
and special tools for trains maintenance & repair, other 
fittings/accessories, in compliance with the bidding 
documents;
 -Services and accessories: transport, 
insurance, commissioning, AFER technical agreement, 
technical assistance during the defect liability period, 
training of the operation personnel, train operation and 
use of software applications.

 To enable the possibility to opt for supplementing 
the purchased quantity, either for equipping the second 
section of Metro Line 5 (after the construction works 
shall be completed), or in any other circumstance when 
an additional need shall arise (for instance, to decrease 
the headway), in the contract there is stipulated a 
revision clause related to the quantity of goods to be 
supplied which can be used within maximum 84 months 

from the date of signature, in the sense of extending its 
scope with maximum 17 metro trains. The total contract 
duration is of 118 months.
 The guarantee period of these metro trains is 
48 months, but for a period of 10 years, the supplier is 
responsible for remedying potential hidden defects.
 In order to improve the safety traffic conditions 
and passengers’ comfort, the new metro train, which 
is referred to as BM4, shall be equipped with some 
new features compared to the existing Metrorex new 
generation metro trains fleet, such as:
 - enhanced audio and visual warning, both for 
passengers’ doors closing and opening;
 - forced ventilation installation of the car, also 
enabling the possibility of cooling the introduced air;
 - presentation on LCD displays of the dynamic 
map of the train route;
 - display of trains direction in all cars and also 
on their side;
 - lighting in the cars with LED lamps;
 - recording option closed circuit television and 
transmission of images from the car at the driver’s 
cabin;
 - surveillance cameras of the outside of the 
train by the driver;
 - increased number of intercom and duplex 
communication devices to improve the passenger-
driver communication in case of emergency;
 - anti-graffiti film to protect the indoor and 
outdoor windows of the train;
 - automatic train protection and automatic 
train operation systems, compatible with the existing 
infrastructure systems on Metro Line 5 (CBTC type – 
communications-based train control);
 In 2021, the manufacturer has initiated the 
preparation of the technical design of BM4 metro 
trains, descriptive technical specifications of the train 
components, respectively, to consist the basis of the 
final technical design. 

 II. For the commissioning of Metro Line 6: Gara de 
Nord – 1 Mai – Otopeni, the Bucharest Metro Development 
Strategy 2016 – 2030 stipulates the procurement of 
new metro trains. In this context, it has been prepared 
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the bidding documents for the procurement of 12 new 
metro trains and the procurement procedure shall be 
launched in correlation with the execution of metro 
infrastructure and installation necessary for the 
operation activity.

 III. In order to provide an urban public transport 
service by metro at international standards of safety, 
quality and comfort, to ensure proper operating 
conditions, so that on each metro line to run a 
sufficient number of trains of the same type to cover 
transport and maintenance needs, and to ensure 
interoperability between Metro Lines (1 - 3 and 2 - 4 - 6), 
it was proposed the procurement of new metro rolling 
stock manufactured in compliance with the specific 
standards laid down by the European Union, i.e. new 
metro trains equipped with on-board equipment for the 
CBTC (communication-based train control) system. 
 The necessary number of metro trains shall 
result from the analysis to be made by Metrorex, in 
cooperation with the technical experts of EIB-PASSA 
and JASPERS within the technical assistance contract 
signed between the Ministry of Investment and 
European Projects and the European Commission.

5.2.3 Timetables
The following aspects were considered when using the 
timetables in 2021:

 -the increased number of transported 
passengers on the metro network, on specific time 
slots/stations and metro lines;
 -providing the best headway within certain 
hourly headways when increased passengers’ flows 
are recorded (named “peak hour headways”);
 -the rolling stock fleet (IVA, BM and CAF), 
technically and safety traffic made available by 
the maintenance supplier, ALSTOM Transport S.A 
for the commercial service within the frame of the 
maintenance services contract;
 -timetables complying with the IMF 
requirements (cost efficiency and optimisation);
 -the existing operating personnel (IDM, traffic 
and traction operators, driver and supporting driver of 
railway engine & metro) medically and psychologically 
available;
 -the alert situation nationally enforced during 
September – December 2021, when the number of 
trains reduced on Metro Lines 1, 2 and 3; the service 
had been provided in compliance with the summer 
timetables (with a reduced number of trains);
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In this context, the here below timetables were used:
For business days (Monday – Friday):

No. Metro Line Timetable Applicable period Headway

1.

Metro Line 1
Republica – Dristor 2

A 1344

02÷04, 07÷11,14÷18, 22÷25, 28÷30.06.2021;
01÷02, 05÷09, 12÷16, 19÷23, 26÷30.07.2021;
02÷06, 09÷13, 16÷20, 23÷27, 30÷31.08.2021;
01÷03, 06÷10, 13÷17, 20÷24, 27÷30.09.2021;

01, 04÷08, 11÷15, 18÷22, 25÷29.10.2021;
01÷05, 08÷12, 15÷19, 22÷26, 29.11.2021;

02÷03, 06÷10, 13÷17, 20÷24, 27÷31.12.2021;

Peak hours: 7’
Off peak hours  9-10’

A 1343
04÷08, 11÷15, 18÷22, 25÷29.01.2021;
01÷05, 08÷12, 15÷19, 22÷26.02.2021;

01÷05, 08÷12,15÷19, 22÷26, 29÷31.03.2021;
01÷02, 05÷09,12÷16, 19÷23, 26÷29.04.2021;

04÷07, 10÷14,17÷21, 24÷28, 31.05.2021;

Peak hours:  6’
Off peak hours: 9’

Metro Line 1
Republica – Pantelimon

A 1344

02÷04, 07÷11,14÷18, 22÷25, 28÷30.06.2021;
01÷02, 05÷09, 12÷16, 19÷23, 26÷30.07.2021;
02÷06, 09÷13, 16÷20, 23÷27, 30÷31.08.2021;
01÷03, 06÷10, 13÷17, 20÷24, 27÷30.09.2021;

01, 04÷08, 11÷15, 18÷22, 25÷29.10.2021;
01÷05, 08÷12, 15÷19, 22÷26, 29.11.2021;

02÷03, 06÷10, 13÷17, 20÷24, 27÷31.12.2021;

Peak hours: 18’
Off peak hours: 20’

A 1343
04÷08, 11÷15, 18÷22, 25÷29.01.2021;
01÷05, 08÷12, 15÷19, 22÷26.02.2021;

01÷05, 08÷12,15÷19, 22÷26, 29÷31.03.2021;
01÷02, 05÷09,12÷16, 19÷23, 26÷29.04.2021;

04÷07, 10÷14,17÷21, 24÷28, 31.05.2021;

Peak hours: 18’
Off peak hours: 20’

Metro Line 3
Anghel Saligny – Preciziei

A 1344

02÷04, 07÷11,14÷18, 22÷25, 28÷30.06.2021;
01÷02, 05÷09, 12÷16, 19÷23, 26÷30.07.2021;
02÷06, 09÷13, 16÷20, 23÷27, 30÷31.08.2021;
01÷03, 06÷10, 13÷17, 20÷24, 27÷30.09.2021;

01, 04÷08, 11÷15, 18÷22, 25÷29.10.2021;
01÷05, 08÷12, 15÷19, 22÷26, 29.11.2021;

02÷03, 06÷10, 13÷17, 20÷24, 27÷31.12.2021;

Peak hours: 7’
Off peak hours: 9’-10’

A 1343
04÷08, 11÷15, 18÷22, 25÷29.01.2021;
01÷05, 08÷12, 15÷19, 22÷26.02.2021;

01÷05, 08÷12,15÷19, 22÷26, 29÷31.03.2021;
01÷02, 05÷09,12÷16, 19÷23, 26÷29.04.2021;

04÷07, 10÷14,17÷21, 24÷28, 31.05.2021;

Peak hours: 6’
Off peak hours: 9’

2. Metro Line 2
Berceni – Pipera

A 250

02÷04, 07÷11,14÷18, 22÷25, 28÷30.06.2021;
01÷02, 05÷09, 12÷16, 19÷23, 26÷30.07.2021;
02÷06, 09÷13, 16÷20, 23÷27, 30÷31.08.2021;
01÷03, 06÷10, 13÷17, 20÷24, 27÷30.09.2021;

01, 04÷08, 11÷15, 18÷22, 25÷29.10.2021;
01÷05, 08÷12, 15÷19, 22÷26, 29.11.2021;

02÷03, 06÷10, 13÷17, 20÷24, 27÷31.12.2021;

Peak hours: 4’
Off peak hours: 8’-9’

A 252
04÷08, 11÷15, 18÷22, 25÷29.01.2021;
01÷05, 08÷12, 15÷19, 22÷26.02.2021;

01÷05, 08÷12,15÷19, 22÷26, 29÷31.03.2021;
01÷02, 05÷09,12÷16, 19÷23, 26÷29.04.2021;

04÷07, 10÷14,17÷21, 24÷28, 31.05.2021;

Peak hours: 3’
Off peak hours: 10’ - 11’

3. Metro Line 4
Gara de Nord 2 – Străuleşti

A413

04÷08, 11÷15, 18÷22, 25÷29.01.2021;
01÷05, 08÷12, 15÷19, 22÷26.02.2021;

01÷05, 08÷12,15÷19, 22÷26, 29÷31.03.2021;
01÷02, 05÷09,12÷16, 19÷23, 26÷29.04.2021;

04÷07, 10÷14,17÷21, 24÷28, 31.05.2021;
02÷04, 07÷11,14÷18, 22÷25, 28÷30.06.2021;
01÷02, 05÷09, 12÷16, 19÷23, 26÷30.07.2021;
02÷06, 09÷13, 16÷20, 23÷27, 30÷31.08.2021;
01÷03, 06÷10, 13÷17, 20÷24, 27÷30.09.2021;

01, 04÷08, 11÷15, 18÷22, 25÷29.10.2021;
01÷05, 08÷12, 15÷19, 22÷26, 29.11.2021;

02÷03, 06÷10, 13÷17, 20÷24, 27÷31.12.2021;

Peak hours: 7’
Off peak hours: 8’- 10’

4

Metro Line 5
Eroilor 2 - Romancierilor A501

04÷08, 11÷15, 18÷22, 25÷29.01.2021;
01÷05, 08÷12, 15÷19, 22÷26.02.2021;

01÷05, 08÷12,15÷19, 22÷26, 29÷31.03.2021;
01÷02, 05÷09,12÷16, 19÷23, 26÷29.04.2021;

04÷07, 10÷14,17÷21, 24÷28, 31.05.2021;
02÷04, 07÷11,14÷18, 22÷25, 28÷30.06.2021;
01÷02, 05÷09, 12÷16, 19÷23, 26÷30.07.2021;
02÷06, 09÷13, 16÷20 23÷27, 30÷31.08.2021;
01÷03, 06÷10, 13÷17 20÷24, 27÷30.09.2021;

01, 04÷08, 11÷15, 18÷22, 25÷29.10.2021;
01÷05, 08÷12, 15÷19, 22÷26, 29.11.2021;

02÷03, 06÷10, 13÷17, 20÷24, 27÷31.12.2021;

Peak hours: 6’
Off peak hours: 8’ - 10’

Metro Line 5
Romancierilor – Râul 

Doamnei,
Romancierilor – Valea 

Ialomiței

A501

04÷08, 11÷15, 18÷22, 25÷29.01.2021;
01÷05, 08÷12, 15÷19, 22÷26.02.2021;

01÷05, 08÷12,15÷19, 22÷26, 29÷31.03.2021;
01÷02, 05÷09,12÷16, 19÷23, 26÷29.04.2021;

04÷07, 10÷14,17÷21, 24÷28, 31.05.2021;
02÷04, 07÷11,14÷18, 22÷25, 28÷30.06.2021;
01÷02, 05÷09, 12÷16, 19÷23, 26÷30.07.2021;
02÷06, 09÷13, 16÷20, 23÷27, 30÷31.08.2021;
01÷03, 06÷10, 13÷17, 20÷24, 27÷30.09.2021;

01, 04÷08, 11÷15, 18÷22, 25÷29.10.2021;
01÷05, 08÷12, 15÷19, 22÷26, 29.11.2021;

02÷03, 06÷10, 13÷17, 20÷24, 27÷31.12.2021;

Peak hours: 12’
Off peak hours: 16’ – 20’
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For statutory days (Saturday - Sunday and public holidays)

No. Metro Line Timetable Applicable period Headway

1.

Metro Line 1
Republica – Dristor 2

C 1335

01÷03, 09÷10, 16÷17, 23÷24, 30÷31.01.2021;
06÷07, 13÷14, 20÷21, 27÷28.02.2021;

01÷05, 08÷12,15÷19, 22÷26, 29÷31.03.2021;
03÷04, 10÷11, 17÷18, 24÷25, 30.04.2021;

01÷03, 08÷09, 15÷16, 22÷23, 29÷30.05.2021;
01, 05÷06, 12÷13, 19÷21, 26÷27.06.2021;

Peak hours: 9’
Off peak hours: 10’ - 11’

C 1336

03÷04, 10÷11, 17÷18, 24÷25, 31.07.2021;
01, 07÷08, 14÷15, 21÷22, 28÷29.08.2021;

04÷05, 11÷12, 18÷19, 25÷26.09.2021;
02÷03, 09÷10, 16÷17, 23÷24, 30÷31.10.2021;

06÷07, 13÷14, 20÷21, 27÷28, 30.11.2021;
01, 04÷05, 11÷12, 18÷19, 25÷26.12.2021;

Peak hours: 10’
Off peak hours: 11’ - 12’

Metro Line 1
Republica – Pantelimon

C 1335

01÷03, 09÷10, 16÷17, 23÷24, 30÷31.01.2021;
06÷07, 13÷14, 20÷21, 27÷28.02.2021;

01÷05, 08÷12,15÷19, 22÷26, 29÷31.03.2021;
03÷04, 10÷11, 17÷18, 24÷25, 30.04.2021;

01÷03, 08÷09, 15÷16, 22÷23, 29÷30.05.2021;
01, 05÷06, 12÷13, 19÷21, 26÷27.06.2021;

Peak hours: 18’
Off peak hours: 18’

C 1336

03÷04, 10÷11, 17÷18, 24÷25, 31.07.2021;
01, 07÷08, 14÷15, 21÷22, 28÷29.08.2021;

04÷05, 11÷12, 18÷19, 25÷26.09.2021;
02÷03, 09÷10, 16÷17, 23÷24, 30÷31.10.2021;

06÷07, 13÷14, 20÷21, 27÷28, 30.11.2021;
01, 04÷05, 11÷12, 18÷19, 25÷26.12.2021;

Peak hours: 20’
Off peak hours: 20’

Metro Line 3
Anghel Saligny – Preciziei

C 1335

01÷03, 09÷10, 16÷17, 23÷24, 30÷31.01.2021;
06÷07, 13÷14, 20÷21, 27÷28.02.2021;

01÷05, 08÷12,15÷19, 22÷26, 29÷31.03.2021;
03÷04, 10÷11, 17÷18, 24÷25, 30.04.2021;

01÷03, 08÷09, 15÷16, 22÷23, 29÷30.05.2021;
01, 05÷06, 12÷13, 19÷21, 26÷27.06.2021;

Peak hours: 9’
Off peak hours: 10’-11’

C 1336

03÷04, 10÷11, 17÷18, 24÷25, 31.07.2021;
01, 07÷08, 14÷15, 21÷22, 28÷29.08.2021;

04÷05, 11÷12, 18÷19, 25÷26.09.2021;
02÷03, 09÷10, 16÷17, 23÷24, 30÷31.10.2021;

06÷07, 13÷14, 20÷21, 27÷28, 30.11.2021;
01, 04÷05, 11÷12, 18÷19, 25÷26.12.2021;

Peak hours: 10’
Off peak hours: 11’-12’

2. Metro Line 2
Berceni – Pipera

C 214
01÷03, 09÷10, 16÷17, 23÷24, 30÷31.01.2021;

06÷07, 13÷14, 20÷21, 27÷28.02.2021;
01÷05, 08÷12,15÷19, 22÷26, 29÷31.03.2021;

03÷04, 10÷11, 17÷18, 24÷25, 30.04.2021;
01÷03, 08÷09, 15÷16, 22÷23, 29÷30.05.2021;

Peak hours: 9’
Off peak hours: 10’

C 215

01, 05÷06, 12÷13, 19÷21, 26÷27.06.2021;
03÷04, 10÷11, 17÷18, 24÷25, 31.07.2021;

01, 07÷08, 14÷15, 21÷22, 28÷29.08.2021;
04÷05, 11÷12, 18÷19, 25÷26.09.2021;

02÷03, 09÷10, 16÷17, 23÷24, 30÷31.10.2021;
06÷07, 13÷14, 20÷21, 27÷28, 30.11.2021;
01, 04÷05, 11÷12, 18÷19, 25÷26.12.2021;

Peak hours: 10’
Off peak hours: 11’ – 12’

3. Metro Line 4
Gara de Nord 2 – Străuleşti

C 413

01÷03, 09÷10, 16÷17, 23÷24, 30÷31.01.2021;
06÷07, 13÷14, 20÷21, 27÷28.02.2021;

01÷05, 08÷12,15÷19, 22÷26, 29÷31.03.2021;
03÷04, 10÷11, 17÷18, 24÷25, 30.04.2021;

01÷03, 08÷09, 15÷16, 22÷23, 29÷30.05.2021;
01, 05÷06, 12÷13, 19÷21, 26÷27.06.2021;
03÷04, 10÷11, 17÷18, 24÷25, 31.07.2021;

Peak hours: 9’
Off peak hours: 10’ - 11’

C 414
01, 07÷08, 14÷15, 21÷22, 28÷29.08.2021;

04÷05, 11÷12, 18÷19, 25÷26.09.2021;
02÷03, 09÷10, 16÷17, 23÷24, 30÷31.10.2021;

06÷07, 13÷14, 20÷21, 27÷28, 30.11.2021;
01, 04÷05, 11÷12, 18÷19, 25÷26.12.2021;

Peak hours: 10’
Off peak hours: 10’ - 12’

4

Metro Line 5
Eroilor 2 - Râul Doamnei - 

Valea Ialomiței
C 501

01÷03, 09÷10, 16÷17, 23÷24, 30÷31.01.2021;
06÷07, 13÷14, 20÷21, 27÷28.02.2021;

01÷05, 08÷12,15÷19, 22÷26, 29÷31.03.2021;
03÷04, 10÷11, 17÷18, 24÷25, 30.04.2021;

01÷03, 08÷09, 15÷16, 22÷23, 29÷30.05.2021;
01, 05÷06, 12÷13, 19÷21, 26÷27.06.2021;
03÷04, 10÷11, 17÷18, 24÷25, 31.07.2021;

01, 07÷08, 14÷15, 21÷22, 28÷29.08.2021;
04÷05, 11÷12, 18÷19, 25÷26.09.2021;

02÷03, 09÷10, 16÷17, 23÷24, 30÷31.10.2021;
06÷07, 13÷14, 20÷21, 27÷28, 30.11.2021;
01, 04÷05, 11÷12, 18÷19, 25÷26.12.2021;

Peak hours: 9’
Off peak hours: 10’

Metro Line 5
Romancierilor – Râul 

Doamnei,
Romancierilor – Valea 

Ialomiței

C 501

01÷03, 09÷10, 16÷17, 23÷24, 30÷31.01.2021;
06÷07, 13÷14, 20÷21, 27÷28.02.2021;

01÷05, 08÷12,15÷19, 22÷26, 29÷31.03.2021;
03÷04, 10÷11, 17÷18, 24÷25, 30.04.2021;

01÷03, 08÷09, 15÷16, 22÷23, 29÷30.05.2021;
01, 05÷06, 12÷13, 19÷21, 26÷27.06.2021;
03÷04, 10÷11, 17÷18, 24÷25, 31.07.2021;

01, 07÷08, 14÷15, 21÷22, 28÷29.08.2021;
04÷05, 11÷12, 18÷19, 25÷26.09.2021;

02÷03, 09÷10, 16÷17, 23÷24, 30÷31.10.2021;
06÷07, 13÷14, 20÷21, 27÷28, 30.11.2021;
01, 04÷05, 11÷12, 18÷19, 25÷26.12.2021;

Peak hours: 18’
Off peak hours: 20’
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Total 2021: 

 From a total of 549.641 total planned runs, there 
were registered 
 - 4.652 cancelled runs, out of which 2.949 runs 
cancelled due to „other causes” and, also, there were 
made 441 additional runs;
 - 319 irregular runs, out of which 37 runs 
registered due to „other causes” (suicide, graffiti 
painting, large passengers’ flows, headway regulation).

 For 2022, we intend to attract a greater number 
of passengers by adjusting the timetables in order to 
provide an adequate transport capacity, in compliance 
with the demand, best comfort and safety conditions, as 
per the approved revenues and expenditures budget.

5.2.4. Rolling stock fleet 
maintenance

 In order to provide the urban public transport 
services, in compliance with the provisions of the 
Transport Services Contract concluded between 
METROREX, as Operator, and the Ministry of Transport, 
as Contracting Authority, as per the national and 
European enforceable law, METROREX S.A used in 
operation (commercial service + supporting activities) 
15 IVA metro trains (90 cars), 44 new BM metro trains 
(264 cars), 23 new CAF metro trains (138 cars), 6 Diesel 
Hydraulic locomotives (LDH), 5 railway inspection 
trolleys, 11 cars for administrative use, out of which 
2 cars for rapid interventions. The outsourcing of the 
rolling stock maintenance service had been made 
as a component of the company’s reorganization, 
restructuring and upgrading strategy issued in 2002. 
The outsourcing was enforced as an organizational 
measure within the frame of the development strategy 
for the metro operating activity and counted on a 
positive result in respect of increasing the technical 
and technological performances.

 

The first step within the outsourcing activity was 
the signature with ALSTOM Transport S.A. of the 
contract related to the “Maintenance of railway rolling 
stock operating in tunnels”, for a period of 15 years, 
starting from July 1st, 2004. In 2011, by renegotiation, 
this contract had been subsequently extended until 
December 31, 2019 (Contract no. 91/20.11.2003).

 Since the validity of the contract for 
“Maintenance of the railway rolling stock operating in 
tunnels” was about to expire on 31.12.2019, in 2018, there 
were purchased professional consulting services 
(by the signature on 12.12.2018 of a services contract 
between METROREX S.A. and the Joint Venture 
SYSTRA S.A. - METROUL S.A) with a view to conclude a 
maintenance services contract under which Metrorex 
S.A. could obtain high quality services, in advantageous 
conditions. The selected consultant professional 
services involve the assistance of Metrorex S.A. 
during the entire period starting with the procurement 
process preparation, by a competitive procedure, until 
its completion, resulting in the signature of a new 
rolling stock fleet maintenance contract by Metrorex 
S.A.

 Due to legislative changes regarding the 
administration of public property, incurred in 2019 by 
the issuance of the Government Decision no. 57/2019 
concerning the Administrative Code [(regulatory 
document which do not contain provisions by which 
the public property having special destination for the 
maintenance activity (land, buildings, access routes) 
belonging to Metrorex S.A. to be used by the services 
provider], it was necessary for Metrorex S.A to make 
arrangements towards various public authorities for 
their support in order to solve this matter resulting 
in delays in launching the competitive procurement 
procedure of the maintenance services. Thus, it was 
made the correlation with the requirements of the 
Government Decision no. 57/2019.
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 As the period until the expiry of the Contract 
no. 91/20.11.2003 did not allowed the launching 
of a competitive procurement procedure of the 
maintenance services, in order to ensure the continuity 
of these services, it was applied a procurement 
procedure foreseen as exception by the relevant 
applicable law and, consequently, it was organized 
a negotiation procedure with no prior invitation to a 
competitive bidding procedure.

 Considering the quality of the maintenance 
services performed within the Contract no. 
91/20.11.2003, Metrorex S.A. sent the invitation to this 
bidding procedure to the same services maintenance 
provider (ALSTOM Transport).

 The procedure completed on 24.12.2019, by the 
signature between Metrorex and ALSTOM Transport, of 
a new maintenance services contract for metro trains 
and railway vehicles used on the metro infrastructure 
for one year (01.01.2020 – 31.12.2020), this being the 
second step within the outsourcing activity of the 
maintenance activity by METROREX.
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5.2.5. Rolling stock mileage

Year

2018 2019 2020 2021

Rolling stock mileage
(thousand km) 8.439,69 8.469,12 8.304,94 8.444,59
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5.2.6. Energy consumption

 The energy consumption development within 2018 - 2020 is shown below:

 Compared to 2020, the energy consumption increased in 2021 given the full operation throughout 
2021 of Metro Line 5 – Section Râul Doamnei - Eroilor (including Valea Ialomiţei), commissioned at the end 
of Q3 2020, and also combined with the increased traffic on 
Metro Line 4 - Section Gara de Nord - Străulești.

- MWh –
Year

2018 2019 2020 2021

Energy consumption, 
of which: 171.684,54 170.536,86 169.697,12 175.720,13

- for traction 88.340,55 91.449,94 90.438,72 91.668,66

- for installation 83.343,99 79.086,92 79.258,40 84.051,47
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5.3. Activity related to Informatics System in 2021

 In 2021, the IT staff provided technical assistance 
to the operational users in Metrorex, enabling the 
interface with the maintenance services provider for 
any issue reported within the Integrated Informatics 
System operation, in order to adapt and develop the 
solution in compliance with the legal amendments and 
the requirements of the internal users. 
 

 Thus, there were performed activities for the 
definition and administration of the user accounts: 
opening/disabling user accounts, arrangements 
for password change at the user’s request, create 
users group based on the rights of access on various 
application areas, subsequent the personnel fluctuation 
and changes of professional tasks.

 The volume of necessary information to be 
processed had permanently increased and diversified. 
This required an increase in the number of authenticated 
users logged in the Informatics System, and also the 
modification and development of new reports and 
applications, both by in-house personnel and by the 
external consultant.

 The IT staff prepared the reports requested 
by various departments in Metrorex containing data 

related to transactions recorded by the fare collection 
system, such as: statistics and daily reporting of 
transactions, on trip titles, and other specific searches, 
as required by the police.

 Another activity within the IT area of expertise, 
and carried out in 2021, was the one related to network 
and computer management, the use of “Hardware 
infrastructure securing and optimisation” system of 
Metrorex database and also metrorex.ro domain. 
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 The servers, routers and switches of Metrorex 
administrative network had been permanently 
monitored, by analysis of logs, verification of operating 
parameters and flagged any kind of malfunctions, 
being taken all necessary steps for intervention in due 
course. There had been made network configurations/
reconfigurations and they had been maintained into 
operation in order to keep these services secure for 
Metrorex users. 

 As for the protection against cyber and virus 
attacks, there were purchased services to updating 
the virus signatures during 2021, configured the IT 
equipment connected in the network for being protected 
by the procured antivirus (Bitdefender) and there were 
taken the necessary steps to intervene in due course 
and solve the incurred problems.

It was maintained the “METROREX SITE” application 
which can be visited at the web page www.metrorex.
ro. This site is currently shown in FTP dynamic version 
and the passengers may access in real time the 
information with regard to the routes of all metro lines, 
including the connections with the ground transport 
system (STB) in each station.

 The current structure of Metrorex website was 
set according to the standard format for publishing 
the information of public interest, in compliance with 
Law no. 544/2011 and the Memorandum issued by the 
Ministry for Public Consultation and Social Dialogue, 
further approved by the Government Decision issued 
on March 2nd, 2016.

There had been monitored the information updating and useful messages on sites in html format (press 
releases, information related to procurement, investment, reports upon the payments enforced by Minister’s 
Order or Government Decision and activities concerning the future metro network development). 

Messages were posted on site to comply with the applicable measures for mitigating the spread of 
Coronavirus (COVID-19) during the travel by metro. 

Also, there were performed site maintenance operations and regular back-ups on the back-up servers 
and updated the site back-up versions.

Due to the special conditions regarding the performance of professional activities imposed by COVID-19, 
on one hand, and budgetary and time constraints, on the other hand, in 2021, the IT systems modernisation and 
optimisation projects could have not been carried out. The involved activities were limited to maintaining the 
existing systems and networks within the normal operation parameters.
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Chapter 6. COMMERCIAL ACTIVITY
6.1 Development of transported passengers

 Although it covers only 4% of the Bucharest entire public transport network, the metro supplies a higher 
transport capacity due to its comfort, regularity and safety traffic conditions and provides the transport for about 
20% of the total passengers using the Bucharest urban public transportation.
 In 2021, the number of transported passengers increased compared with the previous year when there 
were in place measures to prevent the new coronavirus the spread on the Romanian territory. Consequently, 
around 251.000 passengers/day were transported, on average. 
 In normal circumstances, the Bucharest metro carries, on average, around 500.000 passengers/business 
day, on average, and over 15 million passengers / month.
 
 The number of transported passengers’ development within the last four years is shown below:

- Thousand passengers -
Year

2018 2019 2020 2021
Transported 
passengers 179.703 179.170 90.518 91.560
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The dynamic of the transported passengers within the last four years, on each of the four metro lines, is 
shown below:

- Thousand passengers -

Year
Total 

transported 
passengers

Transported 
passengers 

on Metro Line 
1

Transported 
passengers 

on Metro Line 
2

Transported 
passengers 

on Metro Line 
3

Transported 
passengers on 
Metro Line 4

Transported 
passengers 

on Metro Line 
5

2018 179.703 76.811 69.501 27.423 5.968

2019 179.170 76.515 69.530 26.949 6.176

2020 90.518 39.076 33.208 14.509 2.955 770

2021 91.560 37.835 32.838 14.419 3.144 3.324
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6.2. Trip titles
• one trip ticket 
• two trips ticket
• 50% discounted two trips ticket for students
• ten trips ticket
• 50% discounted ten trips ticket for students
• daily pass
• 
 Monthly pass with unlimited trips:
 -fully paid
 -50% discount (pupils, students and blood donors)
 -100% discount (pupils, students)
• weekly pass (7 days) with unlimited trips
• 50% discounted weekly pass (7 days) with unlimited trips 

for students 

Pass for passengers under the protection of special laws: 
 -with disabilities
 -war veterans, Revolution heroes
• AVC magnetic ticket

1 Trip

Weekly pass

Annual pass

2 Trips

Monthly pass

Group of 3 
passengers

10 Trips

Monthly pass 
(pupils and 
students)

Group of 4 
passengers

Daily pass

AVC magnetic 
ticket

Group of 5 
passengers

• Contactless PayPass Bank card 
• Annual pass;
• Ticket for a group of 3 passengers;
• Ticket for a group of 4 passengers;
• Ticket for a group of 5 passengers;

Common ticket METROREX – STB:
-Single ticket valid 60 minutes 
-10 trips ticket valid 60 minutes for each trip 
-Daily pass
-1 trip common ticket valid 120 minutes
-2 trips common ticket valid 120 minutes
-10 trips common ticket valid 120 minutes
-24 hours pass
-72 hours pass
-7 days pass
-1 month pass
-6 months pass
-12 months pass.

Common ticket
METROREX - STB

Old design
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Implementation of new payment modalities for 
Metrorex S.A. trip titles

 These methods shall facilitate all holders of Visa/Mastercard contactless cards, 
mobile phones, smart watches or electronic wallets the trip payment using the fare 
collection system located at the metro network entrance levels (see images below).

In 2021, the diagram of total sold tickets is shown below:
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6.3. The development of average tariff for a metro trip
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In order to meet the passengers’ needs, there were introduced new metro trip titles. 
Also, the tariffs had been adjusted in compliance with the provisions of Order of Minister of Transport 

no. 1026/27.07.2021, as below:

Trip titles Tariff (Lei, VAT included)
1 trip 3,00

2 trips 6,00
10 trips 25,00

24 hours pass 8,00
72 hours pass 20,00
Weekly pass 30,00

Monthly pass 80,00
6 months pass 400,00

Annual pass 700,00

Integrated metropolitan trip titles 
(surface transport and metro) Tariff (Lei, VAT included)

1 trip valid 120 minutes 5,00
2 trips valid 120 minutes 10,00

10 trips valid 120 minutes 45,00
24 hours pass 14,00
72 hours pass 35,00

7 days pass 50,00
1 month pass 140,00

6 months pass 700,00
12 months pas 1.200,00

 The last accepted validation of the 120 minutes, 
24 hours and 72 hours trip titles is one minute before 
expiry date, the trip being allowed until the last minute 
of their validity on STB S.A lines and exit METROREX 
S.A. metro station. These trip titles enable an unlimited 
number of validations within the pre-set period of time.
 In order to meet the pupils and students’ 
needs, as per the provisions of the National Education 
Law no. 1/2011, with subsequent modifications and 
amendments, and the Government Decision no. 435 
dated May 28, 2020 to approve the reimbursement of 
transport expenditures for pupils, as well to modify 
and amend the Methodological Norms for granting 
the internal transport facilities by rail and by metro for 

pupils and students, approved by Government Decision 
no. 42/2017, it has been created the here below access 
facility:

Full discount for monthly passes with unlimited 
number of trips for pupils.

 On November 12, 2018, Străulești Multimodal 
Terminal, located on Bucureștii Noi Avenue, had been 
opened, as part of “Metro Line 4. Extension 2. Parc 
Bazilescu - Străulești” investment objective.
 The main scope of Străulești Multimodal 
Terminal was to reduce downtown urban traffic 
congestion by offering parking services type “Park & 
Ride” and public multimodal transport facility
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 For this reason, Străulești Multimodal Terminal 
is divided in four functional zones:
 
 -Zone I – access in Străulești metro station, 
equipped with escalator, elevator and travellator
 -Zone II – Taxi and STB urban transport
 -Zone III – Bus station with ten parking lines, 
waiting room, public toilets and convenience stores, 
public address system for passengers 
 -Zone IV – three floors parking, with 660 parking 
slots, in total, equipped with three access elevators, 11 
automatic payment machines and a pay-desk.

 The Commercial Directorate launched on June 
1st, 2021, the PILOT PROJECT consisting in free allocation 
of the parking lot for up to 13 hours, on a daily basis, 
during 06:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. (the pay-desk opening 
hours) inside Străulești Multimodal Terminal, for all 
passengers holding a valid daily/weekly/annual/pupil 
or student/donor pass who were willing to park their 
car at this facility. With this pilot project, our company 
intends to provide a facility for those passengers 
constantly using the metro transport system.

 The 13 hours period of time had been determined 
so that to cover a normal business day, and also the 
travel to/from the job.

 This project implementaion proposed duration 
shall be of 7 months (01.06.2021 – 31.12.2021).

 The pilot project scope is to identify realistic 
modalities to increase the accessibility level of the 
transport network and also to use Străulești Multimodal 
Terminal. Therefore, there shall be analysed and 
implemented new technical possibilities to make the 
access automatic and to use the parking based on the 
issued passes (also, on contactless cards).

 In terms of concept, this is referring to refer 
to updating the access readers from barriers and to 
adapting the existing software applications, so that the 
use of parking to become accessible for all trip titles 
holders. 

 The project shall be daily monitored and the 
results on completion are going to be synthetised in 
an analysis report to be subsequently submitted to the 
General Director and also the Board of Directors.
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Cultural projects which increased Metrorex S.A. corporate image

“Museum and Royalty”- in partnership with “Dimitrie Gusti” National Village Museum

 On the occasion of celebrating 85 years of activity of “Dimitrie Gusti” National 
Village Museum, Metrorex had facilitated the display of 30 posters in the metro to 
inform the passengers about the “Museum and Royalty” event held during 21.04.2021 – 
17.05.2021. This project came with certain advantages for Metrorex S.A. employees who 
had been granted free admission to museum during the event.

“Promoting literature” in the metro trains – in partnership with Embassy of Spain to 
Buchares

 Inside Bombardier metro trains operating on Metro Lines 1 and 3, there were placed stickers with literary 
texts belonging to famous classical and contemporary writers.

“Works of Romanian artists - in partnership with Art Safari

 In the Bombardier metro trains operating on Metro Lines 1 and 3, there were placed stickers with 
reproductions of works belonging to Romanian artists.
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“Partnership for a new image of Bucharest metro” together with “Ion Mincu” University 
of Architecture and Urban Planning

 This project enabled 39 students to propose ideas for rearrangement of Universitate and Piața Unirii 
metro stations (ongoing project).

“UEFA EURO 2020” in partnership with Ten20Professional

  There were placed information billboards with an illustrative map of the city in order to guide the 
supporters to EURO 2022 venues;

 For “Host City” supporters, there were placed wayfinding and read-out panels with points of interest and 
means of transportation in order to streamline the pedestrian and car traffic on 1 km area around the stadiums.
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National Romanian Opera House

 On August 2021, on the occasion of celebration 100 years of activity of the National Romanian Opera 
House, a partnership between the Ministry of culture and Metrorex had been signed, so that until the end of 2021, 
Eroilor 2 metro station was renamed Romanian Opera House.

Var Cultural Association

 Project to raise the public awareness upon the value of the contemporary artists, by punctual 
interventions in certain metro stations (painting, exhibitions of art objects, sound and light showcase).
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Art Safari 

 Redecoration of billboards in the metro when no advertisements are displayed within the project “Works 
of Romanian artists” in order to change the image of metro

Collectible tickets – in partnership with Art Safari

 Project aimed to improve the passengers’ experience and showcase the works of contemporary artists.

The collection consists of 64 tickets (6 series of painters of 10 works each/ 1 series of Bucharest of 4 works)

 *the interest for this project was huge, as during the project, also people outside Bucharest were only 
interested in purchasing the full collection of tickets without using the trip titles. To this extent, these people 
paid Lei 384 for the whole set of 64 tickets.
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“The trip goes on. Choose life!”

 A campaign of Metrorex in cooperation with Happy Minds Association, aiming to discourage the suicide 
attempts in the metro stations.

Ștefan cel Mare metro station decoration – wall painting - in memoriam Ivan 
Patzaichin.

 Metrorex paid a tribute to the legendary rower champion, Ivan Patzaichin, and placed at the entrance in 
Ştefan cel Mare a memorial plate with his name and a paddle. Also, on one wall of Ştefan cel Mare metro station, it 
was completed the mural drawing of the talented artist, Obie Platon. 
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#IamHere campaign

 Metrorex had joined the initiative of Hope Foundation and Homes for Children to launch, on the occasion 
of World Orphans Day, a signal of awareness of difficult situation of orphans in Romania. Thus, the passengers 
passing through Piaţa Victoriei metro station had the chance to convey a message of encouragement to all 
children in such situation or feeling abandoned, by means of forex panels.
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Chapter 7. Investment activity in 2021
 Investment program achievement
 The investment program in 2021 was prepared based upon the Bucharest metro network development, 
upgrading and modernisation strategy, structured on the following main directions:
 On-going activities with a view to complete the investment works under various stages of preparation 
and/or execution;
 Preparations to initiate new investment objectives for the Bucharest metro network extension and 
modernisation.

 The approved funds for the investment activity in 2021, as per the approved Government Decision no. 
15/2021, were of 448.000 thousand Lei, in total, structured as here below:

 In compliance with the budget adjustments enacted by the Government Decisions no. 97/2021 and no. 
122/2021 followed by subsequent diminishing, according to the last notification of Economic Directorate within the 
Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure, the investment budget structure of METROREX had become:

TOTAL, of which: 448.000 thousand Lei
Title 55 - Investment of state-owned economic agents 0 thousand lei

Title 65 - Expenditures related to reimbursable programs 0 thousand lei

Title 51 - Transfers to finance the metro investment projects 0 thousand lei

Title 56 - Projects financed under post-accession non-reimbursable funds 0 thousand lei

Title 58 - Projects financed under non-reimbursable funds within the financing 
programme 2014 - 2020 448.000 thousand Lei

TOTAL, of which: 188.278 thousand Lei

Title 55 - Investment of state-owned economic agents 
from which achieved

0 thousand Lei
0 thousand Lei

Title 65 - Expenditures related to reimbursable programs
from which achieved

0 thousand Lei
0 thousand Lei

Title 51 - Transfers to finance the metro investment projects
from which achieved 
(the outstanding balance will be reported in the program of 2022)

150.027 thousand Lei
421 thousand Lei

149.606 thousand Lei

Title 58 - Projects financed under non-reimbursable funds within the financing 
programme 2014 – 2020
from which achieved

38.251 thousand Lei

38.248 thousand Lei
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 The approved funds for capital expenditures 
in 2021 were used for the here below mentioned 
investment objectives:

 Metro Line 5. Drumul Taberei - Universitate:

 The technical and economic indicators of 
this investment objective were reapproved by the 
Government Decision no. 374 dated June 3, 2019, 
published in the Official Journal of Romania (Monitorul 
Oficial) no. 453/05.06.2019. By this decision, the two 
sections of Metro Line 5, Drumul Taberei – Universitate 
and Universitate – Pantelimon, respectively, combined 
and resulted the here below two sections:

 Section I: Râul Doamnei – Eroilor (P.S. Operă), 
including Valea Ialomiței metro station, depot and 
connection gallery 
 Project cost: Lei 3.223 thousand 
consisting of the construction of 10 metro stations,  
1 depot and the involved tunnels of 6,871 km total length.
 
 In 2021, there were analysed the status of 
outstanding works to be executed, as well as of 
remedy the irregularities of accepted works, and there 
continued the site inspections in order to confirm 
the closing of comments included in the Annex to the 
Acceptance Minutes upon Works Completion.
The completion of all works is scheduled for QII 2022.

 Section II: Eroilor (P.S. Operă) – Universitate - 
Piața Iancului

 On 29.10.2021, it was signed the “Services 
Contract for designing and technical assistance for 
Metro Line 5 (Drumul Taberei – Pantelimon), Section 
Eroilor (PS Operă) – Piața Iancului” between the Joint 
Venture 3TI Progetti Italy - Ingegneria Integrata SpA 
& SWS Engineering SpA & Coding SRL & METRANS 
Engineering SRL and Metrorex S.A. The financing 
source is secured within the Financed Contract no. 
73/17.07.2020 signed under Large Infrastructure 
Operational programme LIOP 2014 – 2020. 
Both contracts are ongoing.

Metro Line 6: Bucharest International Airport Rail 
Access Link

Metro Line 6 – Southern Section (1 Mai – Tokyo):
 The procurement procedure having as 
subject matter “Bucharest International Airport 
Rail Access Link (Metro Line 6. 1 Mai – Otopeni). 
Designing services and civil works of Lot 1.1:  
1 Mai - Tokyo” was launched on March 15, 2019.
Due to a large number of requests for clarification and 
complaints submitted by the bidders during the first 
stage of procedure, the procurement was delayed and 
had as result the extension of bidding period. On July 15, 
2021, it was notified the successful bidder, but the result 
was disputed both at the National Council for Solving 
Complaints and the Bucharest Court of Appeal where 
certain bidders filed complaints. The final resolutions 
of authorities were favourable to Metrorex S.A., as 
these complaints were deemed insubstantial and, 
consequently, all necessary conditions for the contract 
signature were fulfilled.

 Metro Line 6 – Northern Section (Tokyo – 
Otopeni Airport):
 The awarding documents having as 
subject matter: “Bucharest International Airport 
Rail Access Link (Metro Line 6. 1 Mai – Otopeni). 
Designing services and civil works execution of  
Lot 1.2: Tokyo – Otopeni Airport” were submitted to 
SEAP on 22.12.2020, and rejected with comments/
recommendations by ANAP on 07.01.2021. In February 
2021, ANAP comments had been implemented and the 
procurement procedure resumed.
 Considering the “Information Note concerning 
the necessary measures of analysis and substantiation 
to define the development options of Metro Line 6 
(Northern Section)”, submitted on March 4, 2021 by the 
Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure, Metrorex S.A. 
suspended the activities and procedural arrangements 
for the execution of Metro Line 6 – Northern Section 
and did not upload in SEAP the bidding documents 
associated to procurement of designing services and 
civil works execution for this section. 
 Nevertheless, on October 2, 2021, the 
Government issued the “Memorandum to approve the 
proposed measures regarding the development options 
of Metro Line 6 – Northern Section”. Consequently, on 
October 18, 2021, the awarding documents associated 
to procurement of designing services and civil works 
execution of Lot 1.2: Tokyo – Otopeni Airport were 
uploaded in SEAP and on November 2, 2021, ANAP 
issued the agreement for Metrorex S.A. to publish 
the documentation. Therefore, the contract notice 
related to procurement of designing services and civil 
works execution of Lot 1.2: Tokyo – Otopeni Airport 
was published on November 17, 2021 in SEAP, and on 
November 19, 2021, in OJEC, respectively.
 The original deadline for submission of 
candidatures/bids was extended until January 28, 
2022.
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Improvement of metro urban public transport services 
on Metro Line 2 Berceni – Pipera:

 The objective of project is to modernise 
(replace) the rolling track and associated installation 
on inter-stations that will enable, on commissioning, to 
increase the headway, reduce the travel time by metro, 
increase the comfort level provided to passengers, 
reduce the operating and maintenance expenditures 
and increase the operation safety level.
 Within the Project Advisory Support Service 
Agreement for the implementation of projects funded 
by the European Union, the EIB – PASSA and JASPERS 
experts provided support to Metrorex S.A. in order to 
prepare the documentation related to procurement 
of designing services to review the Feasibility Study, 
Technical design and bidding documents necessary to 
establish a new investment objective highlighting the 
rolling track replacement component and installation 
associated to Metro Line 2 with a view to prepare a new 
application form.
 Thus, in 2021, there continued the discussions 
with EIB – PASSA and JASPERS experts and provided 
information in order to identify the potential solutions/
options to be further analysed by the experts.

 Project to make accessible the metro stations 
in service for visually impaired passengers

 Project cost:Lei 24,17 million (as per Order of 
Minister of Transport no. 1717/02.11.2018).

 The implementation of this investment 
objective consists of installation of special stainless-
steel strips and Braille information panels, so that all 
63 metro stations into operation to become accessible 
for passengers with vision deficiencies. 
 On December 24, 2021, it was signed 
the Financing Contract no. 130 within the Large 
Infrastructure Operational Programme LIOP 2014 – 
2020.

BUCHAREST METRO EXTENSION:

 I. Works to be continued with regard the 
Bucharest Metro Line 5:
 1. Section I: Râul Doamnei – Eroilor (P.S. 
Operă), including Valea Ialomiței metro station, depot 
and connection gallery
 There are monitored the outstanding works in 
order to finalize the entrances at Parc Drumul Taberei 
metro station and Entrance B of Academia Millitară 
metro station and to extend the platform from Eroilor 
1 metro station by reconfiguration of line 4 with 
mounting of nine escalators and one indoor elevator.
 Works to adapt Eroilor 1 metro station 
 The negotiation procedure without a prior 
notice to competitive bidding procedure was launched 
on July 22, 2021, by submission an invitation to bid to 
ALSTOM Transport S.A. which took over Bombardier 
Transportation Italy S.p.A. ALSTOM Transport S.A. 
subsequently submitted their bid by October 18, 2021, 
the agreed validity period for bids submission. After 
the evaluation of submitted bids, on December 12, 2021, 
the Report of procurement procedure was approved.
 Progress status at the end of 2021: 99%.
 
 2. Section II: Eroilor (P.S. Operă) – Universitate 
- Iancului

 The implementation of the investment objective 
“Metro Line 5 (Drumul Taberei – Pantelimon), Section 
Eroilor (PS Operă) – Piața Iancului” commenced with 
the carry out of contract for designing services and 
technical assistance, the financing being secured 
under LIOP 2014 – 2020, by the financing contract no. 
73/17.07.2020.
 As a result, on 29.10.2021, it was signed the 
“Services Contract for designing and technical 
assistance for Metro Line 5 (Drumul Taberei – 
Pantelimon), Section Eroilor (PS Operă) – Piața 
Iancului” between the Joint Venture 3TI Progetti Italy 
- Ingegneria Integrata SpA & SWS Engineering SpA & 
Coding SRL & METRANS Engineering SRL and Metrorex 
S.A. 
 Subsequent the issuance of the Inception Order 
to perform the services within the above-mentioned 
contract, the consultant submitted the deliverables 
foreseen in the contract.

 II. Metro Line 6. 1 Mai – Otopeni. Bucharest 
International Airport Rail Access Link Project

 Project description: 12 stations and associated 
tunnels, 14,2 km total length ,12 metro trains
 Project cost: Lei 6.433 million (as per Order 
of the Minister of Transport and Infrastructure no. 
995/2020)
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III. Metro Line 4. Section Gara de Nord – Gara 
Progresu

 
 On November 5, 2020, the Feasibility Study 
for the construction of „Metro Line 4: Lac Străulești 
– Gara Progresu, extension Gara de Nord – Gara 
Progresu” was submitted for being further agreed by 
the Interministerial Committee within the Ministry 
of Public Works, Development and Administration. 
The agreement of the Interministerial Committee is 
to be issued after the Environmental Permit shall be 
obtained. 
 The specific activities associated to obtaining 
the Environmental Permit are still ongoing.
After the Environmental Permit is to be obtained, the 
project shall be promoted for approval by Government 
Decision.

IV.Ongoing projects jointly implemented with 
Bucharest local authorities

 
 In 2019, with the support of the Ministry 
of Transport and Infrastructure and Bucharest 
Municipality, it was signed a Protocol of Cooperation 
between Metrorex S.A and local authorities of 
Bucharest District 4 for the improvement of transport 
conditions and increase the mobility in the S-E area 
of Bucharest city and open for public service the 
technological line connecting Metro Line 2 and the 
railway line around the city of Bucharest. Thus, there 
were created the conditions for the extension of Metro 
Line 2 with 1,7 km and execution of a new metro station, 
named Tudor Arghezi.

 The works associated to execution of rolling 
track and erecting the new metro station commenced 
at the beginning of 2021 and are scheduled to be 
completed within 22 months. Until the end of 2021, 
all technical designs on each and every speciality 
were approved by Metrorex S.A. (rolling track, third 
rail, overhead catenary, general plan, architecture, 
electrical installation, local transport systems, fare 
collection system, ventilation and sanitary installation) 
and executed the necessary infrastructure for 
mounting the double rail track and also the station civil 
works.

 Also, in 2021, Metrorex S.A., the Ministry 
of Transport and Infrastructure, Railway National 
Company C.F.R - S.A., Ilfov County Council and local 
authorities of Bucharest District 4 have signed a 
Protocol of cooperation and collaboration to extend the 
Metro Line 2 southwards, beyond the Ring Road and to 
continue the extension currently into execution from 
Tudor Arghezi metro station. Until the end of 2021, there 
were made the arrangements for preparation of the 
pre-feasibility and feasibility study.

V. PROJECTS TO BE IMPLEMENTED AS OF 2022

• Modernisation of the metro associated installation 
in service

• Rolling track and tunnel installation replacement 
on Metro Line 2 Berceni – Pipera – 18 km

Metro Line 5, Drumul Taberei – Pantelimon. Section 
II, Eroilor – Piața Iancului (6 stations, 5,4 km)

Metro Line 6 Bucharest International Airport Rail 
Access Link Project 

(12 stations, 14,2 km, 12 metro trains). 

Project cost: Lei 505 million

Actions to be 
undertaken 
in 2022

- preparation of the awarding 
documents, including the Feasibility 
Study review, and the technical design;
- signature of consulting and 
supervision services contract.

Project cost: Lei 2.924 milion, as per Government 
Decision no. 374/03.06.2019

Actions to be 
undertaken 
in 2022:

- Preliminary arrangements 
for preparation of associated 
documentation to consist the basis 
of the financing application for this 
objective in order to obtain the non-
reimbursable financing.

Project 
cost:

Lei 6.433 million, as per OMTIC no. 
995/19.05.2020.

Actions 
to be 
undertaken 
in 2022:

- Completion of land expropriations; 
contract awarding for services/
works/goods and launching 
the specific activities included 
in the procurement plan for the 
implementation of this objective.
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Chapter 8. Financial data in 2021

8.1. Share capital

8.2. Revenue development

 The share capital increased from Lei 
20.177.587,50 to Lei 320.177.587,50 by raising the 
number of nominal shares of Lei 2,5/share, from 
8.071.035 shares to 128.071.035 shares, further the 
allocation from the state budget of Lei 55.000.000, in 
compliance with the Government Emergency Decision 
no. 47/29.10.2015 regarding the budget adjustment in 
2015, Lei 55.000.000, in compliance with the Government 
Emergency Ordinance no. 86/23.11.2016 regarding the 
state budget adjustment in 2016 and Lei 190.000.000, in 
compliance with the provisions of art. 37, para. (1) of the 
State Budget Law no. 50/2019.

 The Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure is 
the sole shareholder with a shareholding of 100%.

The revenues of METROREX S.A. have the following 
sources:

• Fare box revenues (passengers transport activity)
• Revenues from state budget subsidies for operating 

activity for net turnover
• Revenues from other activities, of which:
     -Revenues from commercial activities, association 
contracts, room or land rentals, advertisement etc.
• Other operating revenues, out of which:
     -Revenues from operating subsidies (50% discount 
compensation for pupils and students, 100% discount 
compensation for Revolution heroes and war veterans);
        -Revenues from investments subsidies, constituted 
at the level of expenditures with depreciation for those 
investment objectives having as financing source 
budgetary allocations or loans guaranteed by the 
state, as per the Minister of Public Finances Order 
no. 1802/2014 and Law no. 259/2007 that modifies and 
amends the Accounting Law no. 82/1991;
          -Revenues from subsidies for investment registered 
in the public patrimony of the state;
        -Revenues from fines and penalties;
       -Other operating revenues (recovery, manufacture, 
assets selling);
        -Revenues associated to ongoing cost production.
• Financial revenues
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The revenues pattern during 2018 – 2021 is shown in the 
table below:

Indicators 2018 2019 2020 2021
0 1 2 3 4

I. Total revenues (1+2), of which: 855.294,06 921.466,65 1.050.949,46 2.017.556,17
1. Total revenues from operation (a+b+c+d), of 
which: 854.770,42 920.763,94 1.050.825,97 2.017.473,06

a) Fare box revenues 263.485,57 270.197,37 149.060,88 171.930,71
b) Revenues from operating subsidies, as per the 
turnover 420.354,00 457.500,00 683.000,00 818.000,00

c) Revenues from other activities (revenues from 
commercial activities, association contracts, rooms 
or land rentals, publicity etc.)

29.086,24 29.251,61 22.801,46 23.419,54

d) Revenues from other sources, total of which: 141.844,61 163.814,97 194.963,63 1.004.122,80
    - Revenues from operating subsidies associated 
to other incomes (50% compensation of discounts 
granted to pupils and students, 100% compensation 
of discounts granted to Revolution heroes and war 
veterans)

34.503,36 33.282,04 18.634,00 29.311,07

    - Revenues from investments subsidies, 
constituted at the level of expenditures with 
depreciation for those investment objectives having 
as financing source budgetary allocations or loans 
guaranteed by the state, as per the Minister of 
Public Finances Order no. 1802/2014 and Law no. 
259/2007 to modify and amend the Accounting Law 
no. 82/1991

108.201,05 127.017,69 168.091,82 973.505,36

    - Revenues from fines and penalties 71,21 2.811,25 7.391,63 333,67
    - Other operating revenues (recovery, 
manufacture, assets selling-off) 424,83 738,92 846,18 972,83

    - Revenues associated to on-going production 
cost -1.355,86 -34,93 0 -0,14

2. Financial revenues 523,64 702,71 123,49 83,11

-Thousand Lei-
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The expenditures pattern during 2018 - 2021 is shown below:

8.3 Expenditure development
 The expenditures pattern is the following:
• Material expenditures, of which:
 -Spares expenditures 
 -Fuel expenditures 
• Inventory expenditures 
• Power supply, heating and water expenditures 
• Staff expenditures, of which:
 -Gross wages
 -Expenditures related to insurances and social 
protection, special funds and other legal obligations 
 -Other staff expenditures (lunch tickets, social 
and cultural expenses, other related expenses as per 
the Collective Labour Contract)
• Taxes and fees expenditures 
• Expenditures related to the third-party services, of 

which:
 -Rolling stock repairs, as per the maintenance 
services contract signed with Alstom
• Other expenditures, of which:
 -Depreciation
 -Financial expenditures

Indicators 2018 2019 2020 2021

0 1 2 3 4

Total expenditures and funds usage (I+II), of which: 1.363.772,58 1.252.750,54 1.261.524,60 2.307.578,67

1. Total expenditures (1+2), of which: 1.363.293,44 1.252.401,92 1.261.356,74 2.307.516,25

a)  Material expenditures, of which: 15.115,08 17.066,15 14.851,22 10.895,98

    - spares expenditures 4.465,12 4.497,40 4.439,49 2.670,92

    - fuel expenditures 298,82 451,11 357,87 327,44

b) Inventory expenditures 1.773,13 1.541,22 3.287,42 2.382,61

c) Power supply, heating and water expenditures 56.358,70 68.783,36 74.983,60 86.058,21

d) Staff expenditures, of which: 452.270,67 550.950,51 687.874,15 786.674,13

    - gross wages 388.912,55 473.491,52 598.110,56 690.957,84

    - expenditures related to insurances and social 
protection, special funds and other legal obligations 39.341,68 47.233,88 59.737,44 69.355,52

    - other staff expenditures (lunch tickets, social and 
cultural expenses, other related expenses as per the 
Collective Labour Contract)

24.016,44 30.225,11 30.026,15 26.360,77

e) Taxes and fees expenditures 770,87 728,98 724,85 2.546,35
f) Expenditures related to the third-party services, from 
which: 184.597,46 202.879,47 235.441,25 248.287,42

    - Rolling stock repairs, according to maintenance 
contract signed with ALSTOM 150.022,57 155.509,17 175.714,55 184.872,40

g) Other expenditures, of which: 652.407,53 410.452,22 244.194,24 1.170.671,55

    - depreciation 143.015,00 140.248,09 141.322,511 184.164,88

2. Financial expenditures 479,14 348,62 167,86 62,42

-Thousand Lei-
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8.4. Revenues and expenditures budget

 In 2021, Metrorex S.A. was unable to substantiate a revenues and expenditures budget for 2021 in line with 
the indicators set out in the State Budget Law no. 15/2021 and in compliance with all relevant legal provisions.
 Therefore, in 2021, there were prepared several drafts of revenues and expenditures budget for 2021 and 
submitted for approval. Nevertheless, by the end of the year, the company was unable to substantiate a revenues 
and expenditures budget to covering the wages expenditures until the end of 2021 and to setting out a loss below 
the amount registered in 2020.
 Under these circumstances, in the absence of an approved revenues and expenditures budget for 2021, 
Metrorex operated in compliance with the provisions of art. 8, para. (4) of the Government Ordinance no. 26/2013 
stating that „The economic operators who, within 45 days from the deadline set out at art. 6, para. (1) and (2), as 
appropriate, do not have approved their revenues and expenditures budget in compliance with art. 4 may commit 
and incur monthly expenditures up to 90% of the ceiling foreseen at para. (1) and (2), as appropriate, starting from 
the month following the expiry of that deadline until the date of approval”.
 The total expenditures made in 2021 fall within 90% of the total expenditures approved by Government 
Decision no. 749/2020 on the approval of the amended revenues and expenditures budget in 2020 of Societatea de 
Transport cu Metroul București „Metrorex” S.A. 
 The subsidy for passengers’ transport services by metro allocated to Metrorex in 2021 was of 818.000,00 
thousand Lei, representing around 57,50% of the total incurred expenditures to providing the social urban transport 
service for passengers travelling by metro under safe and comfortable conditions, as follows:
 
 -The amount initially allocated by the State Budget Law no. 15/2021 was of 600.000,00 thousand Lei, but 
considering the provisions of art. 21 of Public Finance Law no. 500/2002, with subsequent modifications and 
amendments, 10% (60.0000 thousand Lei) was retained of the subsidy;
 -The amount allocated subsequent the approval of Government Emergency Ordinance no. 97/2021 
concerning the budget readjustment in 2021 was of 118.000,00 thousand Lei, and the 10% previously retained 
amount was released (60.000,00 thousand Lei);
 -Further the approval of Government Emergency Ordinance no. 122/2021 concerning the budget 
readjustment in 2021, the allocated amount was of 100.000,00 thousand Lei.
 
 As per the annual financial statements, the result of 2021 financial exercise was negative and represented 
a loss in amount of 290.022,50 thousand Lei.
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8.5. Arrears and accounts receivable development
The arrears registered on December 31, 2021 were of 149.864,31 thousand Lei. The development of 

arrears over the last four years is shown below:

The total accounts receivable at the end of 2021 were of 262.450,56 thousand Lei.

The accounts receivable on December 31, 2021 were of 20.443,54 thousand Lei representing accounts receivable 
to be recovered from the state budget in amount of 19.480,48 thousand Lei and 963,06 thousand Lei – accounts 

receivable to be recovered from business clients from private sector.

The company has registered adjustments for depreciation of accounts receivables in amount of 125.395,12 

-Thousand Lei-
Year 2018 2019 2020 2021

Accounts receivable 165.062,11 77.654,66 0,00 149.864,31

-Thousand Lei-

Year 2018 2019 2020 2021

Creanțe restante 4.602,28 3.662,67 32.649,53 20.443,54
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8.6. Independent audit report upon the financial status
Opinion of the Independent auditor

 1. There had been audited the financial 
statements of Metrorex S.A., which comprised the 
statement of balance sheet as of December 31, 2021, the 
statement of profit and loss and other comprehensive 
income, the statement of changes in equity and the 
cash flow statement for the financial year ended at that 
date and a summary of significant accounting policies 
and the notes to the financial statements.

  2. The individual financial statement on 
December 31, 2021 are identified below:

-Net assets:                                                              LEI (631.324.404)
-Net result for the period                              LEI (290.022.496)

 3. The individual financial statements fairly 
presented, in all material aspects, the financial 
position of Metrorex S.A. as of December 31, 2021, as 
well as the financial performance and treasury cash 
flows for the financial exercise ended at that date, in 
compliance with the Order of the Minister of Public 
Finance no. 2844/2016 for the approval of accounting 
regulations in line with the International Financial 
Reporting Standards enacted by the European Union, 
with subsequent modifications and amendments.

        Basis for qualified opinion

 As of December 31,2021, Non-current assets 
in progress of the Company were 3.447.216.402 lei 
(December 31, 2020: 4.341.189.280 lei). These also 
include completed investments actually put into 
operation, but for which the procedures for delivery 
to the public patrimony or registration as fixed assets 
in the own patrimony have not been completed. To 
finance these investments, Metrorex S.A. received 
governmental investment subsidies and non-
repayable loans in the form of investment subsidies, 
recognized in the statement of financial position as 
deferred income (account 475). In general, as the 
Company’s assets for which non-repayable financing 
has been received are depreciated, amounts equal to 
the recorded depreciation expense are transferred to 
income. As of December 31, 2021, the corresponding 
expenses/ revenues were not recorded for these non-
current assets. Also, the investments of the nature of 
the public patrimony actually put into operation were 
not removed from the Company’s accounting records 
and the subsidies related to them were not diminished. 
During the audit we were unable to determine 
any adjustments in the financial statements as of 

December 31, 2021 related to non-current assets, non-
current assets in progress, investment subsidies and 
operating expenses/ income, as a result of the issues 
described above.

 The independent audit had been conducted in 
accordance with International Standards on Auditing 
(ISA), EU Regulation no. 537 of the Parliament and of the 
European Council and Law no. 162/2017.

Emphasis of matter

 The independent auditor considered relevant 
the here below mentioned aspects:

 The company has launched a range of ongoing 
investment objectives, currently under various stages 
of execution. Some of these values are projects 
and feasibility studies for which no funds have been 
allocated to continue the works. The company analyses 
the possibility and opportunity of completing the 
involved investment objectives, as well as any potential 
capitalization, if they are no longer useful for the 
company. The effects of any decision to cease (abandon) 
these investment objectives were not quantified at the 
financial statements’ issuing date. 
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 During 2017-2018, METROREX has promoted 
and approved at the level of the Ministry of Transport 
the „Bucharest metro development strategy, 2016 – 
2030”.
 The main goal of the metro infrastructure 
development strategy is to increase the attractiveness 
of the metro transport services in Bucharest city, 
by the identification of a balance between the metro 
infrastructure development projects and the projects 
for modernisation and maintenance of the existing 
infrastructure.
 At strategic level, the main goal of the metro 
infrastructure development correlates with the 
strategic objectives of the Bucharest urban public 
transport system development, as follows:
-Increased economic efficiency by efficient allocation 
of the limited resources;
-Improved urban transport system accessibility;
-Reduced road congestion and also reduced delays and 
travel time;
-Increased road safety by decreasing the human loses 
and the number of accidents;
-Reduced impact of urban mobility upon the 
environment.
 The metro infrastructure development strategy 
intends to identify a balance between the transport 
users’ prospect and requirements and the promise 
of the public transport operator – METROREX S.A, by 
reaching the here below objectives:
Increased level of metro services quality;
-Adjustment of the transport offer by metro to the 
urban mobility needs;
-Metro network development in correlation with the 
mobility needs and the other transportation means;
-Increased safety for the metro transport users;
-Optimisation of the operation activity at METROREX 
level;
-Efficient management of human resources;
-Adjustment of the IT systems to the new technologies 
and their integration to metropolitan level;
-Improvement of communication processes both 
within the organisation and with the metro transport 
services users.
 By excellence, the metro transport is 
environmentally friendly, significantly reducing 
the impact of urban mobility upon the environment. 
Therefore, at strategic level, the environmental 
objective is of particular importance for the metro 
infrastructure development strategy. For this purpose, 
at the level of the metro infrastructure development 
strategy, the following specific objectives are envisaged 
to be met:
-Increased level of metro transport services 
quality. This objective shall lead to increase of the 

Chapter 9. Bucharest Metro Development Strategy during 2016 
- 2030

metro network attractiveness and, consequently, to 
redistribution of transport demand from the other 
polluting transportation means towards metro system 
– sustainable and non-polluting public transportation;
-Adjustment of the transport offer by metro to the urban 
mobility needs. This objective shall consolidate the 
transport demand and, subsequently, the considerable 
positive effects upon the environment;
-Metro network development in correlation with the 
mobility needs and the other transportation means. 
This objective shall enable the efficient management 
of the effects upon environment during the project’s 
implementation period, by the proposed goals, and 
shall also encourage the selection of certain models 
of modal split targeted to metro transport (as non-
polluting means of transportation).

 The long-term metro transport strategy places 
in the forefront the citizen and his need for safety, a 
clean and healthy environment, while considering the 
economic requirements that such a transport service 
must meet. 
 The client is in the centre of the Bucharest 
metro network development strategy. His increasing 
expectations to urban public transport, alongside with 
the rapid technological development, lead to the need 
of continuous adjustment of the modality in which the 
metro transport service is provided. In the course of 
time, the metro transport offer has been continuously 
adapting, starting from focusing on the possibilities 
of integrating the metro transport services into the 
urban public transport offer at the city level, to the 
accessibility of public rooms, and also to a strong focus 
upon the improvement of transport conditions and 
ensuring the client satisfaction.
 The investment implementation schedule 
included in the Development Strategy is correlated with 
the financing opportunities under non-reimbursable 
funding (Large Infrastructure Operational Programme), 
with the Urban General Strategy promoted by the 
Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan for Bucharest – Ilfov, 
as well as with the future opportunities for financing 
and implementation of the development plan.
 The metro development and modernisation, 
in compliance with the schedule foreseen in the 
“Bucharest metro development strategy, 2016 – 2030”, 
represents an objective of major importance having a 
significant impact upon the safety and comfort of the 
urban transport services for passengers, with major 
implications upon the environment protection and an 
improved contribution to a better picture of Bucharest 
city, compared with the capitals of other European 
countries and from around the world.
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9.1. Investment programs
 The Bucharest Metro Development Strategy was issued starting from the identification of certain modalities 
to increase the contribution of the metro transportation to the Bucharest public transport modernisation.

 The main objectives for the investment development, on short, medium and long term are shown below:

 1.Metro Line 5: Drumul Taberei – Pantelimon.
 The approved indicators of Metro Line 5. Râul Doamnei - Pantelimon investment objective, (as per the 
Government Decision no. 374/03.06.2019), are shown below:

-Total cost:     - Euro 9.161 million + VAT
-Total length:    - 16,2 km;
-Total number of metro stations: - 22;
-Depots:   - 2.

 Thus, according to SUMP Bucharest – Ilfov phasing, the commissioning is scheduled to take place as 
follows:

 1.  Section Râul Doamnei – Eroilor – commissioned in 2020;
 2. Section Eroilor – Iancului;
 3. Section Iancului – Pantelimon.

 2.Metro Line 6. Bucharest International Airport Rail Access Link Project

- Execution period:   - 4 years from the commencement of works;
- Estimated commissioning:  - 2027;
- Total length:   - 14,2 km;
- Number of metro stations:   - 12;
- Estimated cost:   - Euro 1.347 million + VAT.

 3.Metro Line 4. Lac Străuleşti – Gara de Nord - Gara Progresu
 3.1 Extension Gara de Nord – Gara Progresu:

- Execution period::   - 5 years from the commencement of works;
- Total length:    - 11,94 km;
- Number of metro stations:   - 13 + 1 depot;
- Estimated cost:   - Euro 1.520 million + VAT.

 4.Metro Line 7. Voluntari – Bragadiru

- Execution period: - Subject to the Feasibility Study provisions and financing;
- Estimated total length:  - 26 km;
- Estimated number of metro stations:  - 27 + 2 depots;
- Estimated cost:   - Euro 2.470 million + VAT.

 5.Stations rehabilitation on Metro Line 2. Berceni – Pipera;
 6.Safety traffic system (Interlocking), including public address system on Metro Line 2. Berceni – Pipera;
 7.Procurement of new rolling stock, including on-board interlocking equipment – 50 metro trains;
 8.Integration of Metro Line 4 control access system with Metro Lines 1, 2, 3 and Connection Link;
 9.Extensions to the current metro network:
 - Extension M1 – Păcii – Linia de Centură Vest – this section shall connect Metro Line 1 (M1) with the 
Bucharest railway ring, at West;
 - Extension M2 – Pipera – Petricani – this section shall connect Metro Line 2 (M2) with the railway ring;
 - Extension M2 – Berceni – Linia de Centură Sud – this section shall connect Metro Line 2 (M2) with the 
Bucharest railway ring, at South;
 - Extension M4 – Străulești – Mogoșoaia – this section shall connect Metro Line 4 (M4) with the railway 
ring at Mogoșoaia.
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9.2. Investment program development
Development status of investment projects carried out by Metrorex S.A on 31.12.2021, 
as per the budget modifications to apply certain budgetary measures approved by the  

Ministry of Finance

 Note: The development status of investment projects had been prepared in compliance with the budget 
modifications to apply certain budgetary measures approved by the Ministry of Finance, notified by the Economic 
and State Aid Directorate within the Ministry of Transport and Infrastructure by letter Ref. No. 540/27.12.2021.

The fulfilment level of investment expenditures in 2021 was of 15,59%.

 In addition to the aforementioned major objectives, Metrorex S.A. intends to continue the modernisation 
works of the current metro stations and installation, to improve the metro stations accessibility for visually 
impaired passengers, to develop other extensions to the metro lines into service, to increase the number of 
stations on the current operating metro lines, and to improve the transport conditions on Metro Lines 1, 2 and 3.

-Thousand Lei-

No. Name of investment objective
Total 

program 2021/ 
achieved 2021

out of which:

State 
budget (Title 

51.02.34)

State 
budget 

(Title 58)
Own sources

GRAND TOTAL, of which:
P - Program:
A - Achieved:

%  percentage of achievement:

P 274.952 150.027 38.251 86.674
A 42.878 421 38.248 4.209
% 15,59% 0,28% 99,99% 4,85%

A. Ongoing works, of which:
P 192.383 150.027 38.251 4.105
A 38.706 421 38.248 37
% 20,11% 0,28% 99,99% 0,9%

1 Metro Line 4 - extensions 
P 2.754 1.254 0 1.500
A 225 222 3
% 8,16% 17,70% 0,2%

2 Metro Line 5, Drumul Taberei - 
Pantelimon

P 53.487 13.941 38.046 1.500
A 38.047 0 38.044 3
% 71,13% 0 99,99% 0,2%

3
Modernisation of installation on 

Metro Lines 1, 2, 3 and Connection 
Link

P 1.000 0 0 1.000
A 31 31
% 3,10% 3,10%

4 Bucharest International Airport 
Rail Access Link Project

P 135.137 134.832 205 100
A 403 199 204 0

% 0,29% 0,14% 99,51% 0

5
Project to make accessible the 

metro stations in service for 
visually impaired passengers

P 5 0 0 5
A 0 0

% 0 0

B. Other investment expenditures 
TOTAL, of which:

P 82.569 0 0 82.569
A 4.172 4.172
% 5,05% 5,05%

a Independent logistics
P 77.906 0 0 77.906
A 4.172 4.172
% 5,35% 5,35%

b

Expenditures for preparation 
of pre-feasibility/feasibility/

other studies associated to the 
investment objectives

P 3.473 0 0 3.473
A 0 0

% 0 0

c
Expenditures with expertise, 
designing services, technical 

assistance, trial runs, tests etc.

P 1.190 0 0 1.190
A 0 0

% 0 0
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